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ARCADE thanks 4culture for hosting our December Launch
Party for lssue 24.2. lt was an animated and inspiring evening.
ARCADE is excited to be associated with such a dynamic
rnfluence in the art, design, and culture of this region.

Every new issue is launched with a bash given by ARCADE and
hosted at a new exciting location. Each party is a great chance
to get involved, meet the people behind the publication and rub
elbows with ARCADE's contributors and supporters from
around the Pacific Northwest.

. Want to be at our next big celebration in June?

. Want the chance to win a fantastic publication
from Peter Miller Books?

. Want to help make a difference in your city?

E-mail us now and we'll make sure you're there in June

- You don't want to miss it -
party @ a rca d ejou rna l.com
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T&roufrPrt B @ute, fr rcmont *

Voted "Top l0 New Bars of 2005".
Features a thirtr'-frrot long beer bar u'ith a

dvnamicallv curved nrezzanine suspended u'ithin thc
trro-stort hall.
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!J QUANTUM CONsULTING ENGINEERS

www quantumce.com

IWORK TOGETHER

IEI1IGtlII

$0lurr0r$
S PARLIN G
M / rf,7{E55 | wtu.szrlrtittg.crrt !rArrLr I rorrrlro

Audiovisual Consulting

sRi**r3 vr$tsH ?* trfr&|tT?

Sustainable Design

{&pT,iffi r $*i.AH grir*si

Technology Planning

st$(ffvfn Yfir TAYSACK 0r l*rw {fiffiL$

Electrical Engineering

Et'lStlRI (tEAt{ Al{} SIABtt P0W[R

Voice & Data Network Con-figurations

{0b:vrRsE ?gcHt{stO$y wt?H pEnr$RmAn(r

Reliability Analysis

t#{*[A5r ffiATA {{f{Tfr fi &**.{SStitTy

Telemedicine/Telehealth Procurement

Tf.I}iAilff HSAIT}I &RE OIL{ITKY

Architectural Lighti"g Design
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S T A N D A P A R TT^i

Our stride soys it oll...

we love engineering.

SWENSON SRY TRCTT
A STRUCTURAL TNGINTTRING COEPOEATION

Offices in Seottle ond Tocomo
www.swensonsoyfoget.com
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- LEAI)ERSHIP CIVIilG CAMPAIGH Dt}I{ORS

ARCADE invites you tojoin us in the pursuit of in depth coverage and debate of

Northwest design. Join these leaders in a sustaining commitment to this critical

effort. Please contact ARCADE zo6-97l-5596. Any donation is welcome and helps

in our on-going leadership campaign..loin in the fun, be a part of the debate.
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elli rishtins

contact Resolute USA

tel: 206-343-9323 I ax: 206-343-9322

ellilighting.com

design: Brent Markee

#erwmnnA HsFffiffi Aft{HlT[trLllU
*r A*5[',1ilfi

ir,](,{1r}' I i Arril it1. :l}il*

704Terry Avenue 206/622-9250
lnformation on exhibition programs: www.fryemuseum.org

FRYE AR? MUSEUM
Seattle! free art museum

Jim Duncan - Sparling

Liz Dunn - Dunn & Hobbes, LLC

Alan Hart - VIA Suzuki Architecture

LMN Architects

Miller I Hull Partnership

Jim Mueller-JC Mueller LLC

Olson 5undberg Kundig Allen Architects

Swenson Say Fag6t

Ruth and BillTrue - Cull lndustries

Greg Smith - Urban Visions

ARCADE magazine is honored to recognize

the support ofthese generous contributors

to the new Leadership Civing campaign.

These civic-minded leaders have committed

to three years of major, sustained support,

building ARCADE's foundation and capacity

to foius in depth on the issues of design and

the Northwest built environment.
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CITY BUILtlER $1O,OOO

Creg Bishop

Victorla Reed

cand'da H6lq Eibrdn&f JointeGe@tu tbfril 19z1c],7. cflht llJ x 155 h. o m Gndkh t{o{.r / MrB RighB scFty (Afs). (oud6y of lhe anr{.fttr.rhrbtior
b . o o,qan,ziO by thp lorve6ity A( Mu*um. Cahfomia Srrrd Unrerty, tmg Bea h, and tlp Nonon ilureum of Arl. we* Palm Beach. tloada. SuoDon has been

provideil bythe tiational Endo;menr forlhe Ads,. tederal Agency. Addilon.l ruppn ha5 bef, provided by th€ In{[ut fUr Auslandsbeziehungen e.V, Stut9.(
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page 9 SxorrTlr:s
New Talent, Where ls The Next Public Generation?
David Spiker

Comments
Ellen Sollod, Jamey Barlet

10 Maya Lin, Kathryn Gustafson, Beirut Architecture
Kelly lgoe

13 lilTERvrEw

Richard Gluckman
JM Cava

15 Persprcrlvr

Us vs.Them
John Fleming

16 Gnlpxrc Desrcr Ogservrn

lR5 W-4 Form Redesign

Karen Cheng

34 It t usrnrrlox
White Place Black lnk
Peter Arkle

15 Orxrn Pucrs
Preservation Hall
Tim Culvahouse

36 Hudson Valley +
Ann Hamilton + Alice Waters + the High Line

Barbara Swift

40 Ctw Bunolrc Vlrrlcouven

Parking Crime: Anti-Crime Features
May Prevent Public Use

Trevor Boddy

44 Sroe Yano

N PR Tag Lines for Architects
Ron van derVeen

Coing Hollywood
iane Radke Slade

+6 Boor Revtrw

Moving Horizons

Clair Enlow

o
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Stairwells, Elevators, Radiators, Lamps, Armchairs, Ceilings,

a Basement, a Hardware Store, and Much More!

MATT BRICCS

BETHANYJEAN CLEMENT

PAUL CONSTANT

CHARLES DAMBROSIO

JESSICA DEEKEN

JONATHAN SAFRAN FOER

JENNIFER YAEL CREEN

ADRIANNE HARUN

TARA HAYES

ANNA MARIA HONG

WESLEY HOTTOT

BRENDAN KILEY

KYLE KONIS

ALEX MaclNNlS

DAVIDA MARION

SARAH NELSON

TOM NISSLEY

JOHN OTSON

JONATHAN RABAN

LAWRENCE RINDER

CILLIAN ROSE

DAN SAVACE

ANNE LESLEY SELCER

AUDREYVAN BUSKIRK

and ANNIE WACNERI

MARY HAYES, FATEMA KARIM, JOEL SANDERS

and MICHAELVAN BUSKIRK

"1 ?

INCLUDING I

WITH DESCRIPTIONS BY I

PHOTOGRAPHY BY I

EDITED BY I Christopher Frizzelle

Spnrnc 2006
ARCADE 24.3
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Shoot the B"ffoh by Matr Briggs

o-9722)234-7-1

The summer Aldous Bohm turns nine,
his parents, working class hippies in post-
Vietnam America, move ro the woods "to
reinvent the American family." Sweeping

in scope yet unerringly precise in its detail,
Shoot the B"ffol, conjoins the dead end

narrative ofAmerican masculinity with
its stubborn twin-the Romandc ideal of
nature-to suggest an ambivalent way
forward, a path out of these woods.

:-i-.

Frances Jo hnson by Stacey Levine

o-972144-6-5

Frances Johnson doesn't wanr ro attend
the town dance. But there is pressure.

The people of Munson, her small Florida
town, make their needs known. Nearby, a

volcano the townspeople call "Sharla" spews

lava and stones, lighting the sky with its

portentous burning. At once measured and

suspenseful, Frances Johnsaz is a comedy of
manners in the tradition ofJane Bowles.

CLearcutpress.com
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We are a consortium of real estate professionals

who have a passion for Modern Architecture. We
provide a place for pertinent, interesting, changing
information about Modern Architecture and
Modernism and we provide real estate services
for people wanting to buy or sell a Modern home

Connect with the Modern Community at

www.360modern.com

Modern Architesture
. Real Estate Services
. Buyers and Sellers
. Resources
. Modern Lifestyle

Call us today

425.941.81 13
a
o
o
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o
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Maya Lin: Systematic Landscapesl
I}

April 22-Septembdi 3, 2006
5

Opening Celebration: Friday, April 21 , 2006

9 PM-midnight

::,
Artist Lecture: Thursday, April 20, 7 PM

r,:' ,. 1 i;,il Ii:r , ri i , i1,), ,,s l', I ir r!tr" ,: .'

Maya Lni Systeolal,c laidscapes i5 orga[lzed
PONCHO, and donors to ttre Specril [xlnbrtion lnitiatNe.

l[iai]er lllala 1tr,. lxJ iiriiapt, iil.iqretie. iDetarl. Pr'in): L(rlecf allarirtl

Henry Art Gallery
Faye G. Alten Center for the Visual Arts University of Washington, 15th Avenue NE and NE 41st Street, Seattle / www.henryart.org
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As the magazine for the contempora ry Northwest design community, the mission of ARCADE

is to provide an independent voice for civic discussion, and a platform to explore and promote quality

design in the built environment.

ARCADE is published quarterly bythe Northwest Architectural League, a not-for-profit educational

organization. Donations to ARCADE are tax-deductible.

Contents O u oo6, Northwest Architectural League and ARCADE except as otherwise noted.

All opinions expressed are those of the writers.We make every effort to ensure accuracy, but neither
ARCADE nor its volunteers or officers of the Northwest Architectural League will be

held liable for errors. Editorial content is guided by the Editorial Committee.

ldeas for articles may be sent to info@arcadejournal.com.We also invite news,calendar entries

of interesttothedesigncommunity,andsuggestionsforNewWork-all of which maybesent
to the editors listed here.

ARGADE thanks its many community contributors.

Spnrruc 2006
ARCADE 24.3

ICAOE

ol Alaskan Way

er 56, Suite 2oo

rattle WA 98ror-2913

t6 971 5596

,advertise in

ICADE, please

ntact Diane Converse

206 971 5596, or

a ne@a rcadejourna l.com

-'ase see our website
,vw.arcadejournal.com for
ditional donor listings.

'Kruo Supponr
:cial thanks to
, following
<ind contributors:

EDIToR

Kelly Walker
kelly@arcadejou rnal.com

Eorronlll Frarurr

Christopher Frizzell

Eorronral Assrsrarr

Kelly lgoe

Eotronrll Comrrrrrrre

John Cava

Jay Deguchi
Clair Enlow
John Fleming
Marc Gleason

Michele Marquardi
Charles Mudede
Jim Mueller
Andrew Phillips
Dennis Ryan

Ellen Sollod

Barbara Swift

NEwWoRK Eorron

John Fleming
jfleming@r-b-f.com

D:srcr
RMB Vivid lnc.

Brian Boram

HarryWirth
Stephanie Cooper

Drsrcn Assrsrarcr
Mike Demaine

Angela Haggman

Aomrrrstnrrrv:
Assrsnrr
5asa Foster

Reaorn

Matt Hays

DlsrRrBUTroN

Small Changes, lnc

Bulldog News

Peter Miller Books

Pnrrrrrc
Consolidated Press

Bolno or Tnusrrrs

Scott Allen
Lesley Bain

Gregory Bishop

Jay Deguchi
Elizabeth Dunn
Marc Gleason

Amy Grotefendt
Barbara Johns

John Kucher

Richard Manderbach
Jim Mueller
Linda Pruitt
Ben Rankin

Barbara Swift
Kurt Wolken

Aovrsonv Bolno

BillBain
Scott Hudson

Susan Jones

Victoria Reed

LEADERSHTP Supponr
THREE-YEAR SUSTAIITIllc

colnflltTxlEltlT:

Crw Butorr
$10,000

Greg Bishop

Victoria Reed

Awxult Gtvurtc

GIFTS RECEIVED It{ PR]OR

12 morrxs:

BRoKER

$2,500 - $4,999

Barbara Johns

Seattle Office of
Arts and Cultural Affairs

Swift & Company

Purs Exarrrtxen

$1,ooo-$2,499
Jennifer & Richard

Emerson

Foster Pepper & Shefel-

man PLLC

Amy Grotefendt
Krekow Jennings
Maureen Lee

Mahlum Architects
Barbara & Michael Malone
Linda Pruitt
Benjamin Rankin

Schuchart/Dow
5uyama Peterson Deguchi

Washington State Arts
Commission
Weinstein AIU

Deehan Wyman

Sruo CLua

$5oo - $eee

4Culture
Scott Allen
Atelier Jones

Lesley Bain

Baylis Architects
Robert Boggess

Michael Canatsey

Associates

CollinsWoerman
Compass Construction
Jay Deguchi

Fulks lnc.

Wllliam Caylord

CCLO

DESTcNER

$2,500

Jim Duncan-Sparling
Liz Dunn - Dunn &
Hobbes, LLC

Alan Hart - VIA Suzuki

Architecture
LMN Architects

Miller I Hull Partnership

Marc & Gretchen Gleason

Catherine Hillenbrand
John Kucher

Wendell Lovett
Richard & Kim

Manderbach
Mithun

Burr.orn

$250 - $4ee

AraiJackson Ellison

Murakami
Barrientos LLC

Bellan Construction
Bumgardner
Cardwell Architects
Ashley Clark

Randy Everett

Jerry Finrow
Flack + Kurtz lnc.

Thomas Frye Jr.

Lawrence Architecture
Alan Liddle

MAKERS architecture +

urban design
Radiance Lighting Design

RBF Architecture
Luane Skow

Sliderule
Snyder Hartung Kane

St ra uss

David Spiker

SVR Design

Gnouroanraxen

$100 - $24e

PaulAiello
Allbee Romein

Thomas Bosworth
Susan Boyle

Bola Corporation
Michael Courtney

Design, lnc.

Layne Cubell

Decode lnc.
Tyler Engle Architects
Clair Enlow

t
ARCADE is supported in part by

the 4Culture, King County Hotel/
Motel Tax Fund.

Jim Mueller-
JC Mueller LLC

Olson Sundberg Kundig
Allen Architects

Swenson Say Faget

Ruth & Bill True -
Cull lndustries

Creg Smith -
Urban Visions

Doris Gaudette
Bert Gregory
Richard Haag

)effrey ). Hummell
Architects

Karin Murr Link

Greg Oaksen

Sheri Olson

Erin Palmer

Patano & Hafermann
Architects
Andrew Phillips
Norie Sato

Stickney Murphy Romine

StillwellArchitects

MASSIVE THANKS To
Gnlrr Gustlrsot axo
Dorrrr DrcosrER FoR THErR

GE'{EROU5 DOT{ATIOX5

or ARCADE BAcK rssuEs

FROM THEIR PERSOT{AI

COIIECTIOTS. THETR HEtP

HAs FIttED BIG HOLES IN

ouR i AGAZ!I{E ARCHtVE,

8UT SPOTS REIIATN. PTEASE

CONTACT U5 FOR DETAIt5

IF YOU HAVE AI{Y ISsUEs

rnom 2001 AilD EARUER

ro DorrrATE (on rolr,rt)
TO OUR PROJECT.

@I{

Busr NEss I Drvrloerrrrnr
Mlrecrn
Diane Converse

d ia ne@a rcadejou rna l.com

zo6 97t 5596

off ce space: ,\ ithun
Services: Lori Salzarulo - Carvey Schubert Baer,

Kurt Wolken - Wolken Communica,
Reprographics Northwest lnc./Ford Craphics

Consolidated
Press

Thanks to a donation from Consolldated Press, ARCADE is printed on

recycled paper.ARCADE is printed with soy-based ink.

/
CULTURE

mffimfs:iir
Irrr"I{jg&r ArrAlxS

ARCADE is co sponsored

by the Seattle Office of
Arts & CulturalAffairs
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BALLARD COMMONS O SWIFT & COMPANY
PASSION } VISION } PLACE }} WWW.SWIFTCOMPANY.COM

O4-O5 COMMENDATION FOR EXCELLENCE

FROM THE SEATTLE DESIGN COMMISSION

*ia,

.{

DESI6N TEAM:

Srvift & Company

Airspeed Skateparks

ARC Architects

Candela

l\,lagnusson Klemencic Associa

Putnanr Collins Scott Associates

Romarr Fountains

Sparling

Valerie Otani/Seattle Arts Comm

WillStewart

PLEASE SUPPORT:

Seattle Parks Foundation

Croundswell NW
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Davro Spr<rn
NrwTalrrur-WHrnr lsTx r Nrxr Pugrtc CrNenartorul

CoMPUTERS ANYoNE?

rxa ARCADE's Wtsx Ltsr

ARCADE's staff is limping
along with outdated computer
equipment and, given the
minuscule size of our budget,
we are seeking help from YOU

the design community.We are

looking for computers that
are nearly new but definitely
less than two years old. Here

is what we need:

. Macintosh lap top with
at least rzocb hard drive,
r.836H2, r5.4 inch
widescreen display

. PC desktop with at least
8oCb hard drive, 3.4oCHz
or higher, CD-RW & DVD
+/-RW, and 512Mb RAM

. PC desktop with at least

4oCb hard drive,3.oo CHz

or higher, DVD-ROM, and

384 Mb RAM
. One USB z.o External Hard

Drive at least 8oCb
. Two 17 to r9 inch flat

panel monitors

lf you have something close

to these specifications you
would be willing to donate
please contact our business
manager Diane at zo6-97't-

5596 or diane@arcadejournal.
com. Thank you!

I started my architectural life in New York working on a

branch library in O-ueens, a dormitory for the State Uni-

versity of New York and a major academic complex for

City University. I had just completed my undergraduate

degree and was working for two 3o-year-old architects

who had just started their own firm.The public agencies

in New York at that time had an active policy of encourag-

ing and promoting young talent. Sometimes the results

were not spectacular, but it gave the younger firms a real

toehold into the public arena. ln Seattle, l've sat on many

selection panels and always asked the agency lead where

the hotyoung firms were? Why aren't they being selected

or even considered? lnvariably the answer is some varia-

tion of "they can't be trusted to do public work because

they don't have the experience [doing libraries, fire sta-

tions, etc.]. And we [usually the Project Managers] can't

take the chance of blowing it on an unknown."

Why can't the younger generation break into public

work the way the previous one did? ls there something

about the selection process that inhibits finding new

firms? Why can't an offce that designed million dollar

houses for demanding clients design a branch library

or firehouse?

Olson 5undberg,Miller Hull, Ed Weinstein and others have

built exceptional practices involving public buildings.

Nobody would argue that these firms don't deserve the

commissions they receive in the public sector, but isn't

there room for some new blood? Perhaps there should

be a designated number of commissions foryounger and

less experienced offices. Where is the next generation of

architectural and landscape talent in the Northwest?

ln the June issue of ARCADE we will present a collection

of Northwest talent that warrants the attention of the

public clients. r

David Spiker is an architect and urban designer in Seottle

where he is Chair of the Seattle Design Commission. He

keeps writing for ARCADE because he likes to.
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watiryml prope*ies. While theri mry Oe Oiferencer #
optniour *o* the success of any individuat propct tnere

mu;i b€ consensus that hi his ptayea a ientral role in

shaping the heart of Seattle! civic space. Wi ioula use

,n *l*o, rttt*gman wtth trir #n i*, fiiigi='doisn
intefligence and civic vision on issues as iomfifratea
as the Viaduct and regional transportation. I propose

that Mayor Nickefs appoi*t him as "Civic Ambassador'f

to bring trision and. coherisn to these tharny problqryr.

Having neither an axe to grind or pstiticel arnhition,

Paul Schell could make his greatest contribution ever.

{llen Sollad
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ldidn't k4gry my affiction had a name.

'ilt1*.r$$i=e gtok*o,==ffi !tr* 1"t-f*.txfi ..+ ect

dad struggling to make his family a lrttle Dwellish-

-' :'x .'.:#:,. - :: r-4,*r iffi #$$fii I iii
t\r:l-Mart, l€t rne knou " '
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Perhaps Paul .Sr,&,,t : can beiame toSeattle iwhat Jimmy

Carfer has lqm.Cto the naticr.,Keadingthe interviews

by Barbara wilft and loh,$.FJerni.ng of our ex-rnayor, I was

r*minded:hdw clear th,i*ingr*nd visionary Paul Schell

.was and.is about the idea of a eivic soeiety. Like Jimmy

Carter whose Presidency was overtaken by events-the
oil crisis,-the lfan tlsslage Crliris, the economy run alnok;

.
Pau,l'schelll t*.layorrhip was also overtaken by erent*-
the WTQ the e*:ne€il ion of l{ew,Y€ark Eve celebratie*s

under the threat of terrorism (pre-glrr, his response was

considered we ehing}-t 'i terribl* rnurder i*
Pioneer Squire. Otrer time, Jimmy Carter has emerged

as the hert psesigent:w.e fi$4e ever had*a hunnani-

l$ n wrth-rvisiqr't, i ntegriity, honesty, compassion, and,

antldxr,rtiteet*an wha-stands for tfue real principles

of American democracy. He commands respect world-
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ARCADE .lattersand
cornmcr*sftorn ruaders.
l r€ rcser're ttle righl to
publiih ruch orrespondente
unlesithqy're iMkatsd to be
not for publiratifil. Subrnk:
sions should include the
writer's narne, addreis ard
telephone nurnber.
ARCADE reserYes the right to
edit for space and ctattty, and
will send the writer in edited
,ce*l+t puiof to p.rrttii ; ,

l$emailto r::':r"'i',(*lffi.a rcadejourn alito;r-r.'' .

ftle-, ffi. *.bs 6]1 70c5,oi $s,'
mail to Letters to the Editor,
ARCADE, rzor Alaskan Way,

Piei 56, Suite zoo, Seattle WA,

98ror-2913.
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Ke lLy lcoe
Mayn Lrru, Kars ryru CusrnFsoN, Brrnur AncHtrEcruRE

Mlva hr @ rxr Hrrnv Anr Glll:ny
Itl been eight long years since artist and architect

Maya Lin has exhibited her work in a museum setting.

Her expansive, experiential earthworks and monuments

don't lend themselves easily to traditional museum

viewing. But, thankfully, this April the Henry Art Gallery

at the University of Washington pushes the limits of instal-

lation art, and brings Lin's recent projects to the public.

Maya Lin: Systematic Landscapes opens April zz in the
Stroum and East galleries, and Lin will lecture April zo.

The comprehensive exhibit is anchored by three large

topographical works constructed out of zx4s, wire and

particle board. Lin intends visitors to walk on, under or

through these representative landforms, gaining aware-

ness of the possibilities and varieties of landscape. An

additional suite of sculpture and drawings reveals Lin's

exploration of water, as form and agent of form. There

are icebergs, river deltas, ocean floors and conceptual-

ized liquid volume-just to whet your imagination.

The timing of this exhibit, and its content, squares nicely

with the completion of the first site in Lin's impressive

seven-site Confluence Project along 45o miles of the
Columbia River Basin. The Project is both bold restora-

tion effort and culturally critical exercise. Lin's art and

landscape installations at each site tell the overlapping

stories ofthe native tribes, the Corps of Discovery and the

natural offerings of the Northwest environment. Cape

Disappointment State Park is the westernmost point

in the Confluence Project and will be open to visitors in

April. Here Lin's installations include a polished basalt fish-

cleaning table engraved with the Chinook origin myth and

a ring of reclaimed cedars found on the beach.

The Henry exhibit also includes models and plans from

the Confluence Project. To learn more about this collab-

orative effort between Maya Lin, the Confederated Tribes

of the Umatilla, the Nez Perce Tribe, the Lewis and Clark

Com memorative Com m ittee of Va ncouve r / Clark Co u nty

and the Friends of Lewis and Clark of Pacific County visit

www.confl u enceproject.org.

Spelxuuc oF ExclnNG Worrrru Elnrx-
ntovERs @ rx: Hernv...

On December 14,2oo5, Kathryn Gustafson shared slides

and stories of her celebrated projects at the Henry Art

Gallery's auditorium. Gustafson is a landscape architect

with a truly global reach and the caliber of her work

speaks for itself.Watching images flash across the screen,

I wished more than once for some kind of Star-Trekkian

particle transporter, so I could be a part of her elaborate

creations myself. Of course, I could go wander the entry

of McCaw Hall, or sit on the steps of City Hall if the sun

ever shines again.

As a principal in two firms, Gustafson Guthrie Nichol of
Seattle, and Gustafson Porter of London, she does live

and create here part of the time. Seattle is lucky to have

a professional innovator like Gustafson, yet she seem-

ingly retains a somewhat low profile despite the spate

of high-profile projects she and her partners-Shannon

Nichol and Jennifer Cuthrie in Seattle and Neil Porter in

London-crank out. Two that I am most eager to see are

the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Fountain in Lon-

don, which sends water sloshing and careening around

an endless ring of pocketed, rumpled and curved granite,

and a series of gardens and walks in central Beirut, vir-

tually stitching together two mosques, a Catholic church

and an active archaeological dig. Beirut's infrastructure

was essentially wiped away during t5 years of civil war,

and today, t5 years after the official end offighting, a new

city is emerging thanks to reconstructive, culturally sen-

sitive projects like Gustafson Porter's gardens.

For more on Gustafson and her oeuvre, please see Clair

Enlow's book review of Moving Horizons in this issue.

Kathryn Custafson
Photo: Charles Hopkinson
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Maya Li n atop one of her
Systemotic Londscopes

Photo: Michael Burns
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Black Box interior looking
toward sea. Courtesy
DW5/Bernard Khoug.

OK, so rruvar Brrnur rs rHE CoorEsr PrAcE GorNG...

Beiruti architect Bernard Khoury's new restaurant, Black

Box Aizone, nabs a Cool Architecture Sighting from

us here at ARCADE. Completed in zoo5, the two-story

square building is totally clad in black metal, with red

super-graphics broadcasting its name on three sides. lt's

the blend of glam and gimmick that makes the Black Box

pop on a street clogged with commercialism.

Located on the northbound highway of Creater Beirut,

the building had to attract the attention of drivers. But

Khoury had to grapple with a zom setback, which nulli-

fied the building's presence from the road. His solution:

a 2om arm extending from the body of the Black Box,

out to the street. The arm widens toward the street end,

eventually expanding into a frame for live models should

occasion arise. Situated perpendicularly at the arm's tip is

a flat monitor,5m wide by 3m high, on which scenes from

within the sexy Black Box flash and entice.

Considering Beirut's past, present and future,this project

is calculatedly cool. Khoury's firm, DW5, slyly describes

the Black Box as a remark on "contemporary society's

reliance on the trendiest fashions, latest entertainment

venues and the facility of money distributors." Seems like

a clever bet that could leave Khoury chuckling allthe way

to the bank. I

Check out the DW5 / Bernard Khoury website for more

inJormation and details on other projects: www.ber-

nardkhoury.com. And please send your Cool Architecture

5 i g hti ngs to ed ito r@ a rca d ejo u r n a l.co m

Kelly lgoe is the assistant editor of ARCADE.
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lrurrnvrEW BYJoHT Cava
RrcHano Gluc KMAN. AncHrrrcr

Museum and gallery architects talk about their buildings'

engagement with art, but you're more "in the trenches"

with artists than most, subsuming your personality, con-

trary to the celebrity architect trend. Was this by design

or by accident?

Completely by accident-my first project in New York City

was the renovation of a townhouse for Heiner Freidrich

and Philippa DeMenil, the founders of the Dia Art Foun-

dation where Heiner's mantra regarding the architecture

was "Do not design." He and Dan Flavin were enormously

influential to me as mentors and this unusual approach

to art space was a blg part of my early development.

l'd never heard of Donald Judd or Walter DeMaria or Cy

Twombly until I worked on that house and later renova-

tions to the Dia spaces in SoHo in the late 7os. After that,

I did renovations and installations for Warhol,Serra,Tur-

rell and others-a terrific post-graduate education. I was

forced to constantly adjust my thinking and align it to
what each artist was doing in a specific space.This, lthink,

is one of the reasons why artists continue to trust me.

Hal Foster said that your work resists "the prevalent ten-

dencies in museum architecture... to trump the art..." by

means of what he called "sympathetic structuring." Com-

paring your entry for the Fort Worth Museum to that of

Ando's clearly indicates this difference;your project defers

to the art, the Ando building is stridently about itself.

Yes... a Fort Worth newspaper editorial talked about

that-called it The Poet vs. The Pragmatist; guess which

one I was! We're often considered for contemporary

museums because it's well known that not only do

we create architecture that respects art and is in turn

respected by the artists who make it, but we work hard

at being on time and on budget. I would like to see crit-

ics and architecture publications take a project's cost into

consideration as a parameter ofjudging a building's qual-

ity, since to accomplish something good on a really tight

budget usually is more difficult than with a generous one.

We've had a lot of success by using inexpensive common

materials and involving the contractor and engineer early

on to create an efficient design and construction process.

What's the project you're working on in Seattle

at the moment?

It's a very interesting building, a mixed-use tower for the

RC Hedreen Company at 8th and Olive. We're designing

the fagade and some of the public spaces working with

Mulvanny Gz as the primary architects.There's a ballroom

and spa on the lowerfloors,a hotel in the middle and con-

do's above-of course the massing was determined by

Rendering of mixed-use
tower at 8th & Olive, Seattle.

Courtesy of Mulvanny Cz.

zoning and client requirements, but the owners asked us

to come up with something distinctive for the elevations.

We're trying to accomplish two complimentary ideas: to

unify and distinguish the three main elements of the pro-

gram. So there are four different types of glass in different

configurations and different proportions at all levels:

tinted blue glass, fritted white glass, back-painted glass

and clear glass in different combinations. At the base we

used an egg shaped geometric form, the combination

of a circle and an elipse derived from Robert Mangold's

artwork to create large-scale geometric shapes that'roll'
down Olive Street. While the drawings of the elevations

appear quite bold,the building is seen tangentiallyfrom a

pedestrian's point of view lt's a much more subtle effect,

making the building visually distinctive, yet part of the

wonderful city fabric in Seattle. t

Richard Cluckman's work can be seen at www.gluckman-

mayner.com and in the book, Space Framed; Richard

Cluckman Architect (Monacelli Press tooo).

JM Cava is an architect in Portland who teaches, writes

and designs buildings and gardens.
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Seattle will soon be home to one of the most unique gardens and
cultural centers in the country. The Seattle Chinese Garden, at
4.6 acres overlooking Seattle and Elliott Bay will be one of the
largest Chinese Gardens in the United States, and the first based
on traditional Sichuan design principles. We are pleased and
proud to be partners in the realization of this great resource.

a JONES

ffiIffi,H@,
GENERAT CONTRACTOR . SEATTTE . USA
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JoH ru Frrru rNc

Us vs.Tuerur

With a mixture of embarrassment, envy and dread, I flip

through the New Homes Saturday section of the Seattle

Post-lntelligencer. lt's like being drawn to stare at a car wreck.

Are these welcoming front porches, granite slab counter-

tops with matching backsplash, and luxurious five-fixture

master baths really what homeowners want? And, why

have the 74 homes at Maple Ridge sold since opening?

Why are teams of bankers, developers, and builders busy

concocting the suburbs, and architects like me left to com-

plaining?

Why aren't we designing those 74 homes at Maple Ridge?

"lf you can't beat 'em, join 'em." l'm not quite ready.The

fake shutters. The river rock fagades. Aren't there bet-

ter uses of PVC than molded traditional faux porch

columns? A gabled roof shotgunned with ten attic vents.

lsn't there a better way?

Maybe people don't see homes as architecture. But

homes and neighborhoods require design, which, handily,

is taught in architecture schools. How can all the builders,

police officers, teachers, lawyers, nurses, house wives and

house husbands know more about the design of a house

than architects trained in design? Do real estate agents

and bankers have some radar on what's best for America?

ln the design community there is quite a bit of a critical

debate about architecture. The annual AIA awards make

us all very proud. But when we drive up into the foothills

of the Cascades, or into the suburban valleys, or even

look at the tear-down single family housing sites in Bal-

lard and West Seattle, we don't see our award winners.

They are scattered around the Sound, a few sleek modern

houses-beautiful contemporary designs.What, t% of the

new single family housing stock? Why?

Afforda bi I ity is everythi ng. Appl ia nces a re more i m porta nt

than concepts or theories. Buyers like what they know

Resa le, resale, resale!

There is no prevailing logic, only an empty aesthetic.

Today's traditional-style houses, ranch replicas, pseudo

craftsman, Neo-Tudors, etc., simply aren't honest.They are

m ere ly th e im a ge of trad ition.

Are these two worlds incompatible-that of the Spec-

builder/Developer/Suburbanite and that of the Architect?

We're speaking different languages, though both about

style, but different styles. Modern vs. traditional. New vs.

old. Honest vs... dishonest? Don't get me going.

As I watch these houses go up, nice clean boxes, I start

imaging how great it would be to stand on top of those

level terraces. Stare at the sky. Enjoy the rooftop privacy.

I must be dreaming. I come back the next day and there

is a cute roof or two on top. All slopes, ridges and valleys.

All memories of the past, like fins on an old car. ls it the

base, column and capital thing? Memories? Postmodern

memories. How do we talk to these homeowners, fami-

lies, bankers and builders? How do we gain their trust?

They like what they know. Ah, but what they are miss-

ing, if they only trusted us. What did we do to scare them

away? ls it holier-than-thou letters like this one? ls it our

theories? Was it Corb's machine for living?

lf we talk about honesty, maybe they will come around.

Why stamp a fake wood grain pattern into the cement

panel? What's so wrong with the smooth cement finish?

Why stack those river rocks all the way up the face of the

entry? Are they even real, or just cast concrete imitation

river rocks? Would you put those river rocks on the side of

your new car? ls it a sense of luxury they want? Weight?

Quality? Substance?

We could show them luxury. The quality of real honest

materials, the substance of conscientious design. A rain

screen that sheds the water, lets the house breath, and

offers a pleasing texture to boot.

ls PVC the deal breaker? The stuff is really repulsive, but

hard to beat the price. I secretly believe our green move-

ment will win in the end. We will shame these faux

traditionalists away from their cheap vices. PVC bad. Bad

for the environment. Wood good. Aluminum good. They

could grow to love our aluminum windows that won't

wear out.

I haven't forgotten about money, either. ln the end, it may

all be about money. The Spec-builder/Developer/Banker

doesn't think we can build to his budget. Can't we? How

can all those ridges and valleys and flashing and down-

spouts and gutters be less money than a nice clean flat

topped roof, sending the runoff to one place? How can

those funny little decorative strips they slip in between

the insulated glass, be less expensive than nice view

windows with no divisions? How can an arch with a fake

keystone be less money than a clean level beam or soffit?

How can that curved eave save money over our modern

look?

See. l'm starting to speak their language. lt's a look they're

after. l'll sell them on a clean, honest, modern look. They

will come around. Soon l'll be designing 74 new homes up

on Alder Ridge.t

)ohn Fleming is a partner with rbf ARCHITECTURE

in Seattle.

rotos:John Fleming
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Kanrru CHrNc
Jusr Ftl OurTnrs Fonrur

Some of the most important work in graphic design is
invisible to the general public. Unlike posters, book cov-

ers, billboards or packaging, success in information
design requires transparency-not conceptual shock or

radicalvisual style. ln the best-case scenario, most people

don't even realize that their everyday vehicles of infor-

mation (forms, maps, charts, diagrams, indices, etc.) have

been assembled with logic and visual skill; they simply

complete their tasks without effort (and without seeing

or sensing the prompting hand of the designer).

Nowhere is this invisibility principle more violated than
in the American tax system. Who wants to read the 296-

page IRS guide "Your Federal lncome Tax" (or, for that
matter, any of the other 55 specific guides referenced

within)? The mere existence of such a lengthy how-to

manualfor the two-page ro4o is a clear signal of failure.

Even a small application of design could greatly improve

the situation. For example, consider this redesigned

W-4 withholding form, created by Andrew Allen and

Joshua Froschieser of the Visual Communication Design

program at the University of Washington. Despite the
non-intuitive condition that more exemptions result in

less tax, this everyday form has been shaped into a sen-

sible and attractive piece of communication. As such, the
improved form is a compelling example of the power of
design to simplify and clarify complex, multilayered ideas

and information.l

Karen Cheng is a professor oJVisual Communicotion Design

at the University of Washington. She is also o practicing

designer whose work has been recognized and published

by the AlCA,Communication Arts, Print Critiqug l.D. Mag-

azine ond the American Center for Design.
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THE FINE PRINT

cEl{EratrorE lThe items in this catalog are 1oo% real. The writers-

critics, novelists, architects, PhDs, coffee shop employees-have

written about what they are interested in. Mostly they are inter-

ested in lamps, chairs, paintings, stairwells, and radiators. (Only one

is interested in radiators, but her interest is intense.) There is cur-

rently less interest in bedrooms, beams, desks, hallways, and racks

for holding steamer schedule timetables, although these items are

also rcpresented, as are crackr, holes in walls, and broken decora-

tive objects. The APCADE feature editor, the editor of this catalot,

has discovered that writers, owing to God knows what, will sooner

write about cracks, holes, and broken objecti than practical items

like dressers, kitchens, and mirrors, whicfi explalns the abundance

of th€ former and the lack of the lattcr. (One writer was specifically

commissioned to wrltc about the mirrors ln a Seattl€ bar called

Barga, two huge mirrors, hugewith possibillty, and he despalred and

despaired untll, days after his deadline, announcing that his piece

was never going to come.) Every effort has been madc to represent

thc spectrum of possibility contained by the word "interiors," the

subject assigned to the APCADEfeature editor in the first place, and

things are bound to be overlooked, things like dressers, kitchens,

and mirrors, which may no longer be of interest, not anymore, not

in the days of wi-fi-maybe dressers, kitchens, and mirrors belong

more resonantly in the twentieth century, or the nineteenth. There

are many ways and reasons writers write about interior spaces, and

this cataloS merely organizes them. lt also serves as a barometer of

what "interiors" means in 2oo5. One writer thinks of the inside of a

ticket booth. Another thinks of the inside of her body.

GEocraPHrcat DrsTilBUTlox I Most of the items (and most of the

writers) in this catalog are in Seattle, although Portland, Vancouver,

Los Angeles, Brooklyn, and rural Connecticut are also represented,

and in an earlier draft the ancient Jewish city of Bethulia was rep-

resented, with reference to Artemesia Centileschi's Judith with

Maidservant and Head of Holofernes (1625), which was going to run

underthe headline "One Set of Plush Red Drapes, One Severed Head,

One Heroic lsraelite," accompanied by the following, written by

Sarah Nelson, who has a degree in art history: "The head was previ-

ously owned by Holofernes, a nefarious Assyrian army commander

chronicled in the Apocrypha ofthe Old Testament. Judith the lsraelite

separated Holofernes from his head after she seduced him in the tent

at the encampment which surrounded Bethulia, her ill-fated village.

The head likely measured as a typical male cranium. The heroine's

dimensions remained foremost in the breadth of her pragmatism

and bravery. The ample crimson drapery of lndeterminate extension

framed the decapitation... This ltalian Baroque painting of the Cara-

vagtisti style-using a single exaggerated light source, capturing a

quick moment in time, and emphasizing beautifully mastered crim-

son drapery, vvhich here offers a sanguine opulence to the morbidity

of the drama-cur.ently resides atthe Detroit Institute of the Arts."

Owing to space restrictions and complications that arose in repro-

ducing the image in black and white, Nelsonl description of this

rendered interior-a tent-has been omitted. But check out the pic-

tures ofthe inside of Nelson's hip, taken by her doctor, on page 30.

wHY THl9 rs a caTAloc I Readers in the age of wi-fi prefer short

things and large pictures, or so we are told, and this format deliv-

ers both. What's more, it makes cramming z5 writers onto 12 pages

possible. What's even more than that, ARCADE is published by the

Northwest Architectural League, a not-for-profit educational orga-

nization, which is one way ofsayingthere's no money, and therefore

no money to pay writers, and asking someone who writes for a liv-

ing to write something for free is a bit like asking a bricklayer to lay

some extra bricks when he gets home from work, and the guest edi-

tor, who is honored to be a part ofthis project but who doesn't get

paid either, figured it would be better all around if the writers were

only asked to write a few sentences. The catalog idea was born.

ln time, the editor of this catalog was asked by ARCADET editorial

committee-architects, business folks, and at least one Zimba-

bwean-what this issue's "call to action" is, since all ARCADE issues

are supposed to have a "call to action." The guest editor, terrified

but good on his feet, commenced to free associate about desire, sat-

isfaction, and commerce, and the catalog's role in bringing together

these competing interests. He may also have said something about

style, about the difference between things that are for sale and

things that can't be bought at any price, and about how the thing!

in our lives shape the way we live, and about how catalogs are the

only place one reads about furniture, ifone reads about furniture al

all. This was all heavy on the bullshit, but the more the guest edi.

tor looked into his own idea the more it became clear that catalogs

beginning in the late r8oos, have a rich history ln America.

HISIOXV Of tHE CAT TOG tt AmENCA I once there was a man namec

Richard Sears. His father was a luckless gold miner. Richard had ajot

as an agent at a railway station in Minnesota. One day in 1885 hr

received a shipment of watches. The jewelerto whom the shipmenl

was addresscd tefused to accept it, so Sears paid for the shipmenl

himself and resold the watchcs himself, at a profit. He was hand.

some young man. Someone later said about him that he could scll :
breath of alr.

He was particularly good at selling watches. The trouble was, ht

didn't know the first thing about them, couldn't tell you how thel

worked, couldn't fix them. The R. W. Sears Watch Company, as hr

named his outfit, moved to Chicago in 1887 and Sears advertisec

his need for a watch repairman. When Alvah Curtis Rocbuck, whr

wore striking ties and a moustache, showed up for an interview, ht

brought along an example of his handiwork, which he handed tc

Sears, who replied, "l don't know anything about watchmakinB, bul

I presume this is good, otherwise you wouldn't have submitted it tr

me. You look all right and you may have the position."

By 1893, the men were business partners and their company war

called Sears, Roebuck and Co. That year they published their firs'

catalog, just over 50 pages, which brought in somewhere arounr

$4oo,ooo. Two years later the catalog had ballooned to 532 pages

sales had ballooned to 575o,ooo, and inventory had ballooned t<

include diamonds, silverware, sewing machines, revolvers, musica

instruments, clothes, wagons, stoves, fishing tackle, patent medi

cines, and shoes. By r906, Sears, Roebuck and Co. was publicly owne<

and its mail-order operationr occupied the largest business buildinl

in the world. The catalog guarantee-"We Cuarantee Satisfactior

and Safe Delivery on Everything You Order," which in time became

simply, "Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back"-worked

I
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FOLDER-SCHEDUIE RACK I This wooden rack has 78
slots, originally used to display timetables for travelers, pres-

ently filled with postcards from an array of p'laces including
Michigan's thumb, Omaha, Arizona, Quebec, Alaska, Belize,

and Cape Cod. Now standing in a dining room in portland,

Oregon, the rack was made by the Railway Folder-schedule

Distributing Co. for Pacific Coast Trans-Pacific Steamers, in
Honolu'lu. These ships transported passengers, mai'|, and
goods across the Pacific Ocean, a frequently dangerous voy-

age. One ship, still sailing in r9o7 named Hesper, was tagged
as a "blood ship" because of an infamous mutiny that took
place on her decks circa r892. Though a few officers were mur-
dered, all out disaster was narrowly averted after the wife of
Captain Sodergren managed to raise the alarm and none of
the mutinying sailors were found to be capable of sailing the
ship. Note On Availibility: This rack was found leaning against
a wall in a builders supply store, specializing in salvage mate-
rials. How or why it made the journey across the sea from
Honolulu is unknown. Repeated forays to similar stores may
result in discovering similar pieces.This one is currently Iocated

in a three-bedroom house and would be for sale if not for the
daunting task of removing and cataloging all its cards.

HALTWAY I The recessed florescent lights embedded in a

ceiling of wire, duct, and pipe carrying distilled water, super-
heated water, fiber optic cable, and twisted copper pairs
provide a dusky ambience to this superbly navigable pas-

sage under the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Center

campus. The linoleum floor has been seasoned with twe'lve
years of machine buffing. At several known locations, vend-

ing machines may dispense suitable and appropriate fare. At
several unknown locations, unmarked doors open to mouse

colonies used in fumor-growth studies and isolation kennels

containing beagles used in transplant-protocol trials. Listen

carefully to hear the muffled peal of barking beagles. Where a
standard room only contains objects, this superbly navigable
passage contains choices:'furn back','wait' (and enjoy vend-

ing machine snacks), or'continue on.' Note On Availability:
Access is limited to individuals with appropriate clearance and
security badges, or accomryniment with security personnel.

PAINTING I For many years

this still life hung over

the fireplace in the home

of Florence and Raymond

Savage. One of their grand.

children, Daniel Savage

admired the painting as a

boy. Decades later when his

grandmother passed away

Mr. Savage, now grown

asked if he might have it
But the executors of the

grandmother's estate with.
held the painting from Mr

Savage, due to their linger.

ing anger over Mr. Savage's

portrayal of this same grandmother in a book he wrote entitled The Kid. (ln the book, Mr. sav-

age referred to his grandmother-an abusive woman who not only disowned him when his
parents divorced but returned Mr. savage's adopted son's birth announcement in the mail
because she disapproved of Mr. Savage's homosexua'lity-as a"cunt.") Some time after Mr.5av.
age reconciled himself to never seeing the painting again, one of his aunts surprised him witl"
it at a family gathering. At some point the frame, which was worth some money, had beer
removed, but Mr. Savage did not care for the frame.The painting is credited to an artist named
Lamont, and a small tag on the back of the painting reads: "Contemporary Painter has estab.
Iished a reputation for his sensitive treatment of floral subjects. The luminous texture of hi-.

paintings are admired by art patrons." Note On Availability: This painting hangs in a pivate
residence and is not for sale. Mr. Savage's son-the boy whose birth announcement was retumea

by Mr. Savage's grandmother-thinks the painting is"ugly."
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Money flew out ofthe pockets of rural America. The catalog became

something people read for pleasure. lt was kept in outhouses and

under pillows. ln response to its success, the company grew more

serious about the quality of their products. ln r9rr, Sears, Roebuck

and Co. opened their first laboratory for product testing, called 'the

watchdog of the catalog."

But the country was changing. Cars were invented. Roads were

paved. By 1920, the population of urban America started to out-

number the population of rural America. Chain stores were the rage.

Sears, Roebuck and Co. entered the retail business in r9z5 with one

5tore in the Midwest and by r9u8 had r9z more across the country.

By 1933, there were 4oo. According to the company's website, "ln

r93r, Sears retall sales topped mail-order sales for the first time."

But the catalog continued to be profitable. Small towns relied on

it (the 'big book" as well as the company's array of niche catalogs),

and catalog sales desks were installed in each store, and President

Franklin Roosevelt, according to Gordon L. Weil's Sears, Roebuck,

U.S.A: The Great American Catalog Stote ond How lt Crew, went

so far as to suggest that 'the best way to deal with anti-American

propaganda from the Soviet Union would be to fly planes over Rus-

sia and drop Sears catalogs." For years, through the catalogs alone,

Sears, Roebuck and Co. was by far the biggest publisher in the coun-

try. According to Weil's book, published in t977, production of the

catalog exhausted "one million pounds of paper daily" and 'tight

full-size N.C.A.A. swimming pools would just barely hold the 3 mil-

lion gallons of ink spread across the thousands of pages." At a figure

of several billion dollars per year, the catalog's sales represented r9

ofthe GNP.

ln the r98os, Sears, Roebuck and Co.-still the company's offi

cial name, although "Roebuck and Co." was dropped from thr

logo-restructured by offering fnancial and real estate services

introducing the Discover card, and scaling back the catalog opera

tion. (Also in the r98os, a six-year-old boy was abducted from a Sear

department store in Florida and laterfound decapitated; a competi

tor, Wal-Mart, capitalized on the incident by developing systems t(

ensure that children would be better protected in Wal-Mart storel

than they were in 5ears stores.) ln 1993, the catalog had become sr

unprofitable that the company ceased its publication altogether

although specialty catalogs devoted to tools, auto accessories

DESK I This desk belonged to the grandmother of the man it
belongs to now. lt is where she kept her diary. A deeply prag-
matic and grounded woman, her diary (not pictured) is full
of facts; simple, bare, unadorned glimpses of life on a farm.
The desk is a serious deep brown 'in which the grain of the
wood swirls and waves. There are two large compartments
on the bottom. At the top, a flap of wood comes down to pro-
vide a writing surface. lnside is a tiny drawer and two open
compartments, one small, one large. The large compartment
once housed a radio. When the grandmother used it, the radio
was the major source of news and broadcast. Jack Benny, fhe
Shadow,The Green Homet, and President Roosevelt's fireside
chats issued from its speaker. The grandson frequently won-
ders what his grandmothel deceased since 1969, would make
of her Neo-Surrealist grandson using her desk to practice
verbal acrobatics and nonsensical flights of fancy. The space

that once housed a radio is now radiojess and stuffed with
the grandson's letters and folders and manuscripts. On the
top of the desk the grandson keeps a quill made with the long
swoop of a pheasant feather. Next to it is a paperweight, a gift
from a gay friend after the grandson's second divorce. Note

On Availability: No power on earth could separate the grand-
son from this ilesk. He doubts it wouldbring him much money

anyway. Its value is personal, but not entirely sentimental. He

likes the look of it. lt brings to mind America in the early ryoos.
A woman in a red bandana going to milk eight bellowing cows

at four in a cisp Dakota morning.
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BATHROOM I What could be interpreted as a Gehry-esque exposition of structure is also a

means for animals (those Iess than six inches wide) to move fiom the "outside" space under the

house to the most "interior" of all spaces: the bathroom.The result of a fit of anger at the ugliness

of the tile inherited from the previous occupant, the passage now serves primarily the cat who

occupies the house and yard. But a houseguest sleeping on the floor pointed out that the 3 a.m.

sound of crunching cat food was not being made by the cat. Short'ly thereafter, there was the late

night realization that it is easier to "catch" an opossum in your kitchen than it is to lead it back to

an animal passage under the bathtub. Note On Availability: Despite the owner's sporadic embar-

rassment about the state of the bathroom, it remains a convenient way for the cat to come and

go. And perhaps even Frank Cehry himself would acknowledge the value in a cost-effective way of
keeping the natural world close at hand when living in the city. Due to these considerations, the

owner has no intention oflelting go of her animal passage under the bathtub.

HOUSE I The top floor of my elderly house was added-
sometime in the early '8os, I think-by the friend from whom

I bought it in r99r. He has a passion for restoring old boats,

from ocean-going tugs to yachts, and the only architecture

he seriously cares about is marine. Somewhat absentmind-

edly, he turned the new floor into an upturned boat, in teak

and pine-think Peggoty's house in David Copperfield, and

you're pretty much there. His wife refused to live in it (too

seasick-making, presumably) and so he eventually sold it to
me. The one drawback in its view over the Ship Canal is that
it's somewhat obstructed by a very large bible col'lege, where

the sorcerers of lntelligent Design hang out, which knocks

something off its value as far as l'm concerned. Like a boat,

it sometimes leaks, and, like a boat, the wood swells up after

the first fall rains, and all is shipshape again. lt serves as liv-

ing room, kitchen, dining room, and eyrie: not a bad place to

be. Note On Availability: Not for sale, but watch for my obit

notice-or deportation order-and you'll probably find it
going for a song as a tear-down, or a hulk. I was never much

good at boat maintenance. Be warned.

BASEMENT I A basement just like the one my brother shot

himself in, nicely finished in knotty pine. The quiet has the

same somewhat muffled quality and the air is damp and

cool just the way I remember and the smell is identical, a bit
like wet dirt. Green tiles typical of the fifties on the floor, a

brick fireplace, nothing fancy. The main feature is the knotty
pine. The knots are dark, whorled like fingerprints, and stub-

born-they look as if they refused to go away, like stains or

scars-and I believe they're the blemish that gives the panel-

ing its low reputation-that and the unsubtle, reddish hue of
the wood itself. Note On Availability : The basement isn't for
sale, as it's the found.ation for the rest of the house. And l'm

ratherfond of the paneling-l've always likeil knotty pine.l like

it in this basement anil lliked it in the other one. I can't quite

figure it out, but I would sell it ot even give it away if I knew

what it was I was ttying to get id of.

even though he made more than enough money to afford a real

mattress or, hell, a whole bed. The editor has scant formal training

in design, but he has intuition, and he dated a designer for three

and a half excellent years followed by one horrifying year, and the

lessons learned were personal as well as aesthetic. He is often paid

the compliment that he is a person with taste, though he tries to be

modest and usually counters, echoing Carrie Fisher in When Harry

Met Solly: "Everybody thinks they have good taste."

Still, it can't be denied that he has a nice apartment. By some

miracle he found the apartment, not yet on the market and (don't
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WINDOW SEAT I This uniquely undersized window seat was

designed by a Port Townsend builder/architect/sadist, special-

izing in tiny houses for guilt-ridden Americans, and comprises

the main seating area of a spectacularly sma'll alcove off the

kitchen (an area the builder/architect/sadist affectionately

described as a"family room"). Barely eighteen inches wide and

four-and-a-half feet long, and fitted with a much-diminished

futon, the window seat permits two grown people to contort

themselves into obscene and painful positions, resulting in

frequent backaches and pulled neck muscles-all this so that

these people can watch end'less reruns of law & Order, aprac-

tice, incidentally, they worry is influencing them in othel less

obvious, ways. Note On Availability: While the owners of this

unusually uncomfortable window seat would gladly part with

it, the curses they have heaped upon both the window seat and

its creator over the years would-they feel-afJed any sub-

sequent owners only negatively. While they've leamed to live

with this visible relic of their own confusion and bad judgment,

they could. not abidefoisting both upon others.There's enough

of that sort of thing in the world as it is. Let it end here.

home improvement, clothing, and Barbie paraphernalia are still

published. The company merged with Kmart in zoo5 and the parent

company, Sears Holdings Corporation, the third largest retailer on

the globe, with S55 billion in annual revenues, now operates retail

stores under a variety of names including Sears, Sears Grand, Sears

Essentials, Lands' End, Orchard Supply Hardware, Kmart, Big Kmart,

and Kmart SuperCenter.

Many retailers continue tooffer catalogs by mail. Most Americans

throw them away. Most Americans would rather drive somewhere

(to Costco, to Wal-Mart, to Home Depot) to shop. For customers

who do want to shop at home, and who want goods cheap, little

else compares to the paperless, middleman-free efficiency of the

most popular catalog in America today: Craigslist.

THE EXpERTrsr OF THE CATAT.OG EDTTOR 11{ THE REAtm OF |XTERTORS I The

editor of this catalog was born to a mother with a fondness for cows;

his childhood home is full of towels, dishes, jars, refrigerator mag-

nets, benches, wall hangings, cabinets, and teakettles covered in

jersey cow pattern. His father's flair for furniture is such that, when

the editor's parents divorced, years ago, the father spent more than

is a defensible interval (years) sleeping on an inflatable air mattress,
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DUCK PHONE I Carved by a hand skilled at decoy manufac-
ture, this breed of duck is a mallard drake. At an incoming call,

the drake's eyes flash a fiery red and it emits an electric sound
that, in context, reminds one of a quack. Sadly, the use of a

cheap phone of early-rg8o's manufacture ensures that voices

sound thin and are heard only through a wash of crackle. lt
is always tempting to answer a ringing duck phone, if only
to announce that you are using it. This decision is inevitably
followed by the request, "Just a sec, let me get on the other
phone." Note On Availability: The phone was discovered in a
mercantile shop in Deadwood, South Dakota. The buyer was

debating the steep cost of the phone vs. the presumed unique-
ness of the object, when he got word. there was a tornado some

distance to the north and had to leave immediately to pursue

it. The phone was purchased impulsively, without haggling
or discussion of its origin. The phone rode all the way to Bis-

marck afier the storm, but no tornado was ever witnessed.The

mercantile store has since changed ownership. The trail to the
source of the mallard drake duck phone has been lost.

a matching three-drawer lkea dresser; and a futon inherited from

a no-longer-significant other. None of this was deemed worthy of

the new digs, what with all the mountains and buildings and bodies

of water in the windows. And yet the editor of this catalog did not

have much cash to spend on new furniture. One afternoon he found

a couch (mid-century modern, wooden legs, long enough for a tall

person, flat) at a used furniture store in Fremont called Patina. The

guy behind the counter was very friendly. He was playing the Stars

album Set Yourself on Flre, which the editor of this catalog recog-

nized, and the editor of this catalog and the guy at patina got to

talking. The editor ofthis catalog talked the guy at Patina down a

PINEAPPLE LAMP I This porcelain-colored table lamp exists
for those of us who wish to be reminded daily that we do not
live on a monochrome tropica'l island. The scaly surface of the
pineapple is approximated with criss-crossing lines forming a

tile of diamond-shaped squares. Some of the pointed leaves

have been broken off, due to mishandling. lt is three feet high,
t8" in diameter, and surprisingly light and portable due to its
hollow structure. With a rzo-watt bulb, it lights up the walls

of a Seattle bedroom. Note On Availability: Unfortunately, the
source of this lamp was a dump in a tiny suburb of Boston.The

woman who found it there removed and transported the lamp
across the country in a Volvo sedan. She has not yet returned to
the suburb's dumpfor the purposes of locating and distributing
more pineapple lamps, so supply is currently extremely limited.

STAGECOACH LAMP I Over two feet wide and thirty-five
pounds in weight, this is a lamp sized for big sky country.

While its owner was learning Spanish, the lamp had a note
card taped to it that proclaimed honestly, "la lampara es

demasiado polvorienta," ("the lamp is too ilusty") and one

of the wagon wheels has broken off, but these facts merely
enhance its embodiment of the urge to break free of walls

and run over fences. lt is a lamp with a gaze focused at infin-
ity. Note On Availability: Originally from a set of two, found in
a desert compound yard sale along Pearblossom Highway. The

second lamp was purchased by someone who, upon getting it
home, realized that what seemed like a normal table lamp in
th e M oj av e was far to o I arg e for h er coll e g e ap artm ent. Sh e s ol d
it quickly at her next garage sale, and now it is gone. The lamp
pictured above is in a house in Los Angeles and was last seen in
use as a perch for a large rat, so its owner is too skeeved to be

poking around it anyrtime soon.
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WAtt CRACK I This Etruscan-style basement wall crack

recalls the mysterious kohl-rimmed eyes of Theban princes

depicted on some rst century BC urns. At five feet and three
inches, the vertical crack spans a height equiva'lent to that
of a squat, nefarious despot accustomed to ruling doe-eyed

beauties with a jewel-encrusted twitch. Though long since

surpassed by the technical innovations ofAthenian and Helle-
nistic crack-makers, the anonymous creator of this crack ranks

among the best of the Archaic period. The deceptively casual

execution of this item belies the maker's conceptual egress,

as the application of black, rubberized sealant to the crack's

surface clearly serves as an allegory for the inscrutable, com-
pliant nature of all those dark-haired people in other lands.
Note On Availability:While such Orientalist pap is rare in base-

ments, anyone wanting to buy it deserves what they get. lt's a

crack, and you can't have it.
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say this too loudly to anyone who might be able to do something

about it) shockingly under-priced, while it was being renovated last

year. The previous tenant had occupied the apartment since the

196os. lt's a one-bedroom. lt has hardwood floors. lt is in the south-

west corner on the top floor of a six-story building on a hill. lt has

two gorgeous radiators and eight windows. The view is panoramic.

Highlights include Mount Rainier, the Seattle skyline, the bay, the

Space Needle, and most of Queen Anne Hill.

Before the editor of this catalog moved in to this apartment,

he lived in a dank room with four pieces of furniture: two huge,

wide, light-colored, falling-apart, pressed-wood lkea bookcases;
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CEILING I The Eagles Building (now ACT Theatre) at Sev-

enth Avenue and Union Street in Seattle holds several small

marvels. Among them: carved eagles, mosaic floors, a zodiac

ceiling-mural, and a vault. However, its finest feature is the

ceiling in the third-floor theater-a high, massive, and ornate

plane supporting a pendulous sparkling chandelier. Martin
Luther King's voice has bounced against its carved rosette

and crenellated trim, as have wails from Jimi Hendrix's guitar.

An orderly but complex system of theater lights, ducts, wires,

and catwalks hangs just below the ceiling. Looking upwards,

through the clean, black grid superimposed on the color-

ful baroque, is a lesson in the history of aesthetics. Note On

Availability: The Eagles Building was placed on the National

Register of Historic Places in 9$. lts ceiling is not available at
any pice.

CEILING CRACK I This elegant white-on-white ceiling crack

runs six and a half inches north-to-south and three and a

quarter inches east-to-west to form what in some languages

is an "L." The more conventionally attractive horizontal bar

of the crack features a delicate crosshatch pattern of piaster

patching, while the more subtly engaging vertical portion is

best described as the puffy spot. The crack accents an other-

wise drab mid-century ceiling by slowly but surely reverting

to its former glory as an exposed ceiling flap, notable for its
glue-brown interior. Expertly covered up in zoo4, the crack

has been fixed sporadically since first being observed in r963

and is currently widening at a pace of zo mm per year, the

same rate at which geologists believe North America is drift-
ing away fiom the European Continent. Note On Availability:

The item is cunently attached to a ilaisy-yellow Wallingford

five-plex, which would have to accompany the purchase.

DENTII MOLDING I The Hideout is a dimly lit Seattle bar

crammed with contemporary paintings of nudes, fruit,
clowns, and spacemen, and with a jukebox that matches cur-

rent taste, and with fashionably dressed clientele. Above the

fray is the Hideout's true gem-a band of simp'le dentil mold-

ing. lt rings the ceiling with stately grace,like a distinguished

host. lt is aloof. lt is gracefu'|. lf you drink enough, it even seems

amused at the ostentation below. Dentil molding-a series of

evenly spaced rectangles (like teeth)-is an ancjent innova-

tion, usually found just below the cornice, that adorns lonic

temples, the Pantheon at Rome, and the tomb of Darius (c. 5oo

BC). lt was the must-have flourish of American neoclassical

architecture-the Hideout's dentil forebears peered down at

the signing of the Declaration of lndependence and Thomas

Jefferson sipping new varietals from his private vineyard. lts

beauty is in its pedigree. lt predated anime-flavored land-

scape paintings and the blues-based garage rock of the White

Stripes by thousands of years, and will endure thousands of
years hence. Note On Availability: You would have to buy the

bar. To pry the molding fiom its layered context-its long lin-

eage, its current placement-would rob it oJ its beauty.

HOUSE BEAM I This chestnut house beam is located in an rSth century Connecticut home

that was once a Sandeman'ian Church, a fundamentalist sect whose members abstained from

eating b'lood, strangled anima'ls, and practiced the ceremonial washing of feet. The beam once

supported the northern eave, however, due to a mid-zoth century remodel, it now runs down

the center of the house's kitchen ceiling. Never painted, the beam possesses an exquisite, warm,

honey-colored tone. lt can be easily reached by a normal sized adult or even by a large child. lt
should be noted that the beam is cracked and the ceiling around it sags: barely functional, it is
not recommended for those who are inclined to dream of car crashes, tsunamis, or wild fires. ln

most of the Eastern seaboard chestnut, once plentiful, is now extinct. Note On Availability: An

inspection five years ago revealed an infestation of termites, rendeing the home uninhabitable.

The beam is likely still there and is yours for the taking.
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hundred bucks on the couch, promptly paid the agreed-upon price,

picked it up a week later, and put it in his new apartment under the

south-facing window in room A.

One ofthe oddities ofthe apartment is the room labeled above as

G. This is either supposed to be a dressing room or a study, but inter-

estingly it has a window and is about the size of a bed, so the editor

of this catalog made it his bedroom. lt barelyfits his bed. There are

no doors between G and A or between C and F (the closet),just open

doorways. The true bedroom, according to building management,

is A. Putting the bed in 6 allows for two living rooms, A and 8, or a

living room and a dining room, or a living room and a library.

Once the editor of this catalog had moved his couch into the

apartment, in April 2oo5, he sat awash in the sadness of having left

the place he'd been living. There was nothing else in the apartment

except a lamp and laptop connected to speakers. Both on the floor.

The sky was darkening. He turned on the lamp. He scrolled through

his iTunes library. He played Fleetwood Mac's "Dreams" followed by

"l Don't wanna Know," both on Rumourc, which isn't a record he

often listens to but which seemed ftting at the time. For reasons he

couldn't articulate, he cried.

You can choose not to believe this next part, but it's true: After

the acquisition ofthe first couch, our hero had a dream. (Forgive our

ed ito r-p rotaBon ist h is new title; it is used on ly for effect, th is bei ng

the dreamy part.) Our hero almost never remembers his dreams. lf

he does remember one, he remembers it for about a minute and a

halt until his body is shocked by the shower. Then-lvooop! Gone

with the water. Out through the drain. But the dream in question,

for whatever reason, stuck. lt was a dream about a couch, a second

couch, which our hero had wanted-he had resolved to make his

apartment full of almost nothing but places to sit-but what kind

of second couch he wanted had been eluding him. The couch in the

dream was a fancy couch. An old couch, with swoops and flourishes,

not at all like the couch our hero already had, and not the kind of

couch he could imagine himself having. lt was ridiculous, this dream

couch. lt had wide stripes. The stripes were green, orange, and gold.

Pretty gay.



Et CAPITAN TOBBY I The lobby of the El Capitan, an apartment building in Seattle, still feels
like a grand hotel (one of its former functions) on a smaller sca'le: generous mahogany banisters
arch downward and open to those walking in. To the right on entrance, there are a sofa and
chair, 75 years old, though reupholstered and refinished twice in the last 35 years. Tucked behind
the left banister are the mailboxes: one for each of the 86 units, brass,'large enough only for
about six standard-sized enve'lopes. Larger packages are 

'left 
by the postman in a locked closet

and are then hand-delivered to each unit by Alvin Hendricks, the building's owner since r97r.

The floor is a well-worn pebble tile, in gray and maroon, and the ceiling and support beams
are ornamented by the original gold leaf. Fifteen years ago, when the building was finally paid
for in full, Mr. Hendricks, who is passionate about protecting the building's history called in a
lighting specialist and interior designer to refinish the lobby to the standards of rgzo's art-deco.
The golden yellow wallpaper, featuring designs that are not quite fleur-de-lis, not quite family
crest, embraces a visitor and creates a feeling that, while not quite the science-fiction sensation
of time traveling, at least resembles a fond nostalgi a. Note On Availability: fhe lobby cannot be

removed fiom the rest of the building at this time, as tenants walk through it daily.

Soon thereafter, thinking little of it, our hero paid a visit to

Dixon's Used Furniture on t2th Avenue at Pine Street. Being in the

market for furniture, and having been advised about the shifting

treasures of the used furniture industry-an industry in peril-our

hero had been visiting Dixon's every few days. Finding nothing in

the front room one day, he wandered into the back room, which was

mostly mattresses and broken chairs and great stacks of cushions.

There, standing on its side, was a green- and orange- and gold-

EL CAPITAN PHONE BOOTH I Phone booths, battered by the omnipresent threat of cellular
phones, are fast becoming rarities; finding a phone booth in the lobby of an apartment build-
ing is rarer still. The fact that this particular booth has survived, in working condition, since the
building's construction in r925, is nothing less than sublime. The mahogany booth, its interiors
lined with sheet meta'l (that has, over the years, has taken on a greenish hue) dotted geometri-
cally with inverted dimples, recalls a confessional. Running one's hands over the smoothness of
the booth results in the synaesthetic pleasure that one feels touching, say, a baby grand piano,
or an ocean-scrubbed pebble. There is a sturdy seat for the caller, also not unlike a well-crafted
piano stool, and the accordion door, apparently hand-installed, sighs shut smoothly every time.
There, in the light of a fixture that obediently flicks on when the door is three-quarters closed,

the caller feels protected by age and simple, elegant construction, able to share secrets and
intimacies w'ith loved ones half a continent away-it's not unusual to come into the E1 Capitan
after midnight and find a wobbly drunk inside the closed doors of the phone booth, sitting with
their eyes screwed tight, determining their own tenuous concept of magnetic north. The fact
that the original phone, due to incompatibility with modern communication technology, was
replaced with an unsightly modern pay phone, and that the sign over the dool which read,
simply, "TELEPHONE," was removed years ago by vandals, remain the only signs that the world
stumbles forward. Note On Availability:The phone booth cannot be removed at this time, as it
was constructed as part of the lobby (see El Capitan Lobby).

Et CAPITAN TINEN CLOSET

DOORS I Next to nearly ali

the apartment doors jn th:
El Capitan, there are smallei

doors, two and a half feer

high. When the building
was a hotel, these doors,

which lead to a sma'll closet

hidden by identical doors

within the apartment, were

used by room service to pick

up dirty linens: the tenants

would deposit them into
the closet and later find
clean linens in their place.

Beginning in the r97os, Mr.

Hendricks used the doors, instead, for garbage pickup: each day he would open the doors and
collect the tenants'refuse placed within. After Seattle's disastrous Ozark Hotel Fire, however,
the Ozark Code was adopted for hotels and apartment buildings, and every door in the El Capi-

tan had to be fitted with a five-eighths-of-an-inch thick plasterboard covering a fire-resistant
skin, which withstands flames for up to an hour. The miniature closet doors had to be sealed

according to the Code, but there they have remained, tiny and fire-proofed, next to the human-
sized doors, and one can imagine magical creatures, gnomes or fairies, coming home from a

hard day's work, side-by-side with their masters, walking into a door just their size. Note On

Availability: The doon are inertricably attached to the walls, and the walls are essential to the
building's strudure. Despite many offers fiom prospective buye6, Mt Hendicks refuses to sell the
building,looking upon the El Capitan as his life\ work andlegaqr. tn his 35 years of owning it, Mr.

Hendricks has never posted a single ad or hung out a"vacanqt" shingle: rental is on a refenal basis

only. El Capitan residents are encouraged to rcfer people they think would be good tenants."l've
interviewed everybody who lives here," Mr. Hendricks explains, estimating the number of tenants
under his ownership at about r,ooo people.'Anil I look them all in the eye and shake their hands.
That's important." He notes that everyone who lives in the El Capitan-Christians, Muslims, retir-
ees, whole families-undentands and agrees to live by the Oolrten Rule, and that is why he refers

to his building, without irony or unnecessary modesty, as "paradise."
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striped couch, fancy and old, with swoops and flourishes, exactly

the couch he had dreomed obout, except with narrower stripes. Our

hero asked the storeowner if he could right the couch, put the cush-

ions on it, get a good look at it, and the storeowner said he could,

disinterestedly. The couch wasn't expected to sell. lt was only 5195,

and sitting there upended like that, its cushions elsewhere, its

green insides shining, it wasn't very hopefully displayed. There were

'problems" with it, the storeowner would eventually say. 'With the

piping," he would say. The piping around the edges of the cushions

was worn to almost nothing. Eve n betteLlhought our herc. Lived in.

Comfy. Our hero bought it. He put it in the middle of room B, facing

the Space Needle.

He also obtained from Dixon's a lamp with pock marks like the

surface of the moon and a brown, velvety armchair, both of which

now sit in room A. The three bookcases in room A, all made of

wood, two with glass fronts, were found after months of search-



rg on Craigslist, where it is hard to find a bookcase that isn't shit.

tne ofthe bookcases our hero owns he had to drive an hour north,

: Snohomish, to buy. The most recent development in our hero's

partment, made in the final days of zoo5, was the addition of a

lund dining room table with two leaves and six chairs to room B.

he table has made eating, for one, more enjoyable: our hero used

) simply eat at his desk, splattering his computer with soup and

llad dressing. The table is wood and sturdy and was purchased,

rairs and all, from Dixon's for 5249, as the store was liquidating.

ixon's has since gone out of business. The reason it went out of

usiness is Craigslist.

IIBRARY STAIRCASE I One rises grandly to the cause of
books, marble beneath one's feet, the exterior world d'iffused

through a series of stained-glass windows. The Grand Stair-

case at the University of Washington's Suzzallo Library rises in

a broad spiral. Round and round it curves, round as a thought
that circles the m'ind, round as a woman's breast, round as the

curve of time in the oblivion of space. The stone is luscious in

its durabi'lity and color. The windows ascend in articulat'ions

of light with the grandeur and intricacy of a wedding dress.

The mood is Cothic. The architecture is formal, but welcom-
'ing. The steps lead one into a paradise of paper, a realm of
spine and leather, buttress and book. One's exertions going up

feel rewarded by the grace ofthe ascent. Going down,books in

hand, one does not descend in a straight line as in the cramped

stairwell of a parking lot, but largely, hugely, exultantly, in a
spiral of stone and gravity. Note On Availability:The staircase

is but one of the intemal organs that comprise the body of
the library. lt cannot be purchased. lt cannot be removed. The

books, like corpuscles, may be carried into the broader circula-

tion of the world, but the steps leading so grandly to them are

as pertinent to the strudure of the library as a bone to the arm,

or a nefve to the eye.

wHY D|XOX'' USIO FUrrnUlE WErI OrrT Of tu'tiEgt I Fatema Karim

paid a visit to Dixon's on the first workday of zoo6. Business was

slow. According to Karim's notes, "The store is housed in a building

originally built in rgrr by an automobile company named Packard.

The first Dixon's was opened in r987 at another location and moved

to its current location in i992. The store has really high ceilings,

really large windows on both the street-facing walls, and in the front

room red stained cement floors. Part of the store, the front halt is

in the former display room, and the rest is in the forrner repair shop.

There are large neon colored signs on the window advertising a sale,

announcing also that the store will go out of business soon." Of the

HOTET STAIRCASE I The Panama Hotel's wooden stairs are

expectedly brown, brown like anticipation, which is a smell.

The well is as wide as flare, and you walk in the middle to

avoid touching the banister, because it reminds you of school,

bachelor janitors, sliding aiong the metal rail under an old oak

tree. Of course, each flight is identical to the one before, and

as you round each landing, you see an old silver bell mounted

on the north wall, its hairy black wires attached to nowhere.

A sign hangs below the bell on the wall, a framed sign read-

ing "FlRE ESCAPE" in green capital letters, green like a noble

gas, the sign itself laminated, tan, stained. An arrow pierces

the phrase, the kind of arrow that gets stuck in a tree. At each

landing the arrow points to the right, to the end of a corridor,

past dark brown doors s'lit shut like eyes, to the end, which is

a pane, large and clean. The pane is painted neatly with the

words "FIRE ESCAPE" in green capital letters, not peeling so

much as scratched by the cracked finger of an imported Chi-

nese. Who made our canal? This is the Americas, and outside

the window lies a black iron escape. The final flight smells of

lemons, a potted palm marks the top of the well, and when

you hear a man and a woman talking above, you know she

will approach you ir a black velvet dress to ask if you are a

guest. lmagine being the first to break dirt into ocean. Imag-

ine doing this twice, because some President wants to make

a place where two oceans meet. You will have to say no. The

year is t9o3. Note On Availability:This is an isthmus,and you've

forgotten your hat.

RESIDENTIAL STAIRCASE The staircase in the Balnbridge

lsland home of Fran and Dana Redmond is rickety and worn in

a comforting way. The top third of its banister was torn off by

grandchildren in the early '9os and never replaced. The green

carpet on its steps has been thinned by decades of feet; in a

few spots, the pale, scarred wood peeks through. lt contains

secrets-if you tug at the third step, you will find a hollowed-

out compartment that, at various times, held a Nazi pistol

pilfered from a dead soldier, a col'lection of odd seashel'ls,

tattered books printed during the rgth century, and, in r98o,

a box full of marijuana, stashed by a teenager who thought
(incorrectly) his parents wouldn't find it. Note On Availability:

The staircase, no longer in existence, was tom down with the

house it occupied after the Redmonds died-she in 1999, he a

few years later. Duing one winter weekend in zooj, when the

house was only half-demolished, one could climb the teetering

stairs with a bottle of wine and sit in the night air,look at the

moon peeking through treetops, shiver, and drink toasts to the

fiailty of people and things.

store's three employees-Scott Dixon (the owner), Brian Dixon,

and Shawn Mason-Mason was working when Karim visited. This

interview ensued: tilrEt\flEwER: Why is Dixon's going out of busi-

ness? mrsor: Well, the main reason we are going out of business

is that we like to sell used furniture and with Craigslist and other

options people have just found other ways to sell their furniture

and it has just gotten harder to find new furniture to replace what

we've sold. Which makes it harder to profit rilTErvrEwER. ls Craigslist

your enemy? mASo[: I think it helps a lot of people but it has hurt

our business. lt is a viable website for a lot of people but it did hurt

our business. rxTERyrEWitr What convenience do you think Dixon's
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RESIDENTIAI ELEVATOR I Measuring just over 14 square

feet, this elevator has a brass rail, six brass buttons, an over-

head bulb, and a temper. The outer wood door and the inner
accordion door must both be shut before it wil'l move, that is,

if it is moving at all on a particular day, and residents on the
sixth floor, the highest in this 'zos-built Seattle apartment
building,know that iftheyhesitate for even a quarter ofa sec-

ond before exiting, they stand the chance that someone on the
first floor will recall the cage down through the building again,

the occupant of the elevator helpless to stop it-although,
by the same token, relieved, perhaps moved to say, "Oh, this
again," since it becomes apparent quickly that the elevator

is not simply free-falling (always the initial worry) but just
playing its litt'le mind game. Those uncomfortable with mind
games, or at least with out-of-date technology, opt for the
stairs. Others find dignity in the archaic and worn. Note On

Availability: While this particular elevator, built by Otis Eleva-

tor Company, the "world's largest manufacturer of vertical
transportation systems," is not for sale, many other Otis Ele-

vator Company systems are, as the company\ sales figures
($8,ggg,ooo,ooo in zoo4) attest. Sometimes called the "Micro-

soft of elevators," Otis Elevator Company also has elevators in
the Effil Tower,the Empire State Building, and the World.Trade

Center. At least, it did.

HOTET TOBBY I The lobby of the Hotel Andra adjoins the Tom Douglas restaurant Lola and
faces a second Tom Douglas restaurant, Dahlia Lounge, across Fourth Avenue, which not exactly
the promenade of Seatt'le. Hotel Andra's building, previously the Claremont Hotel, dates back to
t926. Lobby seating is designed around a pair of orange lacobsen swan chairs, a long 'low 

couch,

and small groups of fireside chairs. Other features inc'lude a fireplace (to your left as you walk in);
a so-inch plasma screen above the fireplace (there are smaller plasma screens in the hotel's bath-
rooms and elevators);"an ever-changing collection of e'lectronic fine art" (that is, a slide show);
fish (little neon tetras); a distressed plank leading to the front desk; and desk clerks (happy). Note

On Availability: Hotel Andra is owned by Craig Shafer. lts lobby is not cunently for sale.

offers that a service such as Craigslist doesn't? masox: We get a bet-

ter selection of furniture, both new and used; we offer delivery; it's

always available the same day; and we have very competitive prices.

lxTERvlEIUEt: Have you ever taken a nap on any of the mattresses or

couches to test comfyness? ,{Asoilr Not during store hours but yes.

lllTElVlEWER: What is the weirdest thing you have ever sold? uasoxr

We had a gentleman that had found a plaque of an award that had

been won by Jean Enerson [the news anchor] back in the '7os. He

found it and tried to sell it to us. lilTEnvlEwER: Do dumpster divers

bring stuff in? rrrAsoilr There are a few of them. We are still selective

but they are always trying. I don't want to give the impression that

most of our furniture comes from the dumpster but occasionally we

do buy things from them. tilrERvtEwER: Have you ever found any-

thing valuable in the furniture that someone overlooked? masot:

No, not really.

Their interview goes on, but so must we.

FREIGHT ELEVATOR I Probably a very popular model back

in the rgzos, this freight elevator, in an old shoe factory turned
into artists'lofts in Seattle's Pioneer Square, has a slightly bent
cage that sticks occasionally between floors but with brute
force can be manually'lifted a couple of feet so occupants can

escape. Fine, splintered wood floors are complemented by

Iayers of graffiti covered in new paint on the back wa'll. Other

features include an UP button and a DOWN button that must
be held until the desired floor has been reached. Over time,
residents of the building can become expert at stopping the
elevator so it comes to rest level with the outside floor. The

elevator also makes a fine bar if you like to throw warehouse

parties and want to dodge police inquiries by moving the bar
up or down a floor to escape their notice. History has shown

that this elevator also makes a fine alternative performance

space and a portable garbage dump. Note On Availability: The

elevator is ancient and therefore probably easily removed with
a crowbar from its current location. Do it quickly because the

tenants are being evicted and the building will probably be

tumed into condos.

HOTEL ROOM I ln the only neighborhood in Vancouver, B.C. to have brick streets and wrought
iron railings is the recently rejuvenated Dominion Hotel, and in the boutique hote'l's wide browr
foyer, the Lobby Callery. Behind one of the freshly painted white walls of the Lobby Callery is a

tiny, 5'x 9'luxury hotel room. Artist Erica Stocking installed it there for the month, outfitted
with a spotless white duvet, a set of institutional hand towels, a te'lephone, a pad of stationary, a

gleaming designer en suite tap, track lighting, and a bible. On the sketched fire escape plan just
outside the door, Room oot showed up as a pencil mark 3/4ths the size of the other doors. jusl

beyond the natty brick exterior wall of Room oor is "historic Gastown," where Koolhaas mighl
have stood upon writing, "history retums not as farce here, but as service," then two streets

beyond that, the largest and most devastating heroin problem in North America . Note On Avait-

ability: The only condition for occupancy was that just one body could sleep in the space at o

time, at once erasing the most classic use for a hotel room while pointing to the use of pleasure

to survive unendurable conditions (as in nanatives such as Flowers in the Attic and The Diary o1

Anne Frank). ln this case, pleasure within confinement to a small space was economic, not erotic
It rented for fi5 CND per night for the duration of the exhibit, which is over.
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SCETES OF IIITERIORS lll UIERATURE I For no reason, a scene in

The Creot Gatsby springs to mind. The scene in chapter two. Specifi-

cally, the lines about the furniture in Myrtle Wilson's city apartment

beingtoo bigforthe room. Here's F. Scott Fitzgerald:

The apartment was on the top floor-a small liv-
ing-room, a small dining-room, a small bedroom, and
a bath. The living-room was crowded to the doors
with a set of tapestried furniture entirely too large
for it, so that to move about was to stumble con-
tinually over scenes of ladies swinging in the gardens
of Versailles.

Nine pages later, Tom has broken Myrtle's nose and guests are run-

ning around the apartment.

Scolding and consoling as they stumbled here and
there among the crowded furniture with articles of aid,
and the despairing figure on the couch, bleeding flu-

ently, and trying to spread a copy of Town Tottle over lhe
tapestry scenes of Versailles.

Also for no reason springs to mind the interiors-related crisis faced b

2o6, the protagonist in Lorrie Moore's short story "You're Ugly, Too":

Her parents, in Maryland, had been very pleased

that one oftheir children had at last been able to afford
real estate, and when she closed on the house they sent
her flowers with a congratulations card. Her mother had
even UPS'd a box ofold decorating magazines saved over
the years-photographs of beautiful rooms her mother
used to moon over, since there never had been any
money to redecorate. lt was like getting her mother's
pornography, that box, inheriting her drooled-upon fan-
tasies, the endless wish and tease that had been her life.
But to her mother it was a rite of passage that pleased
her. "Maybe you will get some ideas from these," she had
written. And when ZoE had looked at the photographs,
at the bold and beautiful living rooms, she was filled
with longing. ldeas and ideas of longing.

=



IRMCHAIR I The Twin Female Sentinels Armchair (as its owner, a young architect, has dubbed

t) evokes that period in history when furnishings were made to look like people and animals.

\n authentic piece of furniture from this period would typically fetch thousands of dollars, but

here are no authentic pieces of furniture from this time period because we are not sure when

his time period was. The twin female sentinels on this chair were formed with no means of

,exual reproduction. ln substitute, their torsos swell into rich spirals and their hips and legs are

eplaced in each case by a single tapering leg, giving the chair's legs the aPpearance of shapely

:alf muscles. Although obvious effort was made to render the twins identical, being carved by

rand afforded them unique characteristics. Left's neck tilts back and her jaw protrudes slightly,

;iving her an air of self-confidence.The bridge of Right's nose is indented, the result of some past

rauma.NoteOn Availability:TheTwin-Female-SentinelsArmchairisnotforsaleand,furthermore,

rct accustomed to being sat in, as it isn't comfortable. Placed in a corner, the twins stare blankly

rcross the room without expectation. Placed in your closet,they will go unnoticedfor months.

IOVE SEAT I One aspect of a truly enjoyable stay in any hotel

is finding a seat you can't get out of. That's difficult in posh

hote'ls, where a designer's imprint may precede ingenuity or

sense. But the loveseats in the queen suits of Seattle's Hotel

Andra are comfortable and, even better, conducive to love:

there is not much room, and the slight arc at the front brings

knees together. Note On Availability: ln order to enjoy this par-

ticular loveseat, you have to tent a queen suite at the Hotel

Andra, which range from $86 to 5zS8 per night. lt's impossible

at this time to buy one for your own living room. The fumiture
was custom designeil and manufactureil for the hotel. lf you

were so inclined,you might devise the same design yourself and

send it to the same manufadurer in Houston, at a substantially

higher cost than this particular loveseat cost the Hotel Andra.

You might also wait until the hotel refumishes again, but
according to precedent you would be waiting until zo84.With a
view of a plasma television, afull-length minor, and downtown

Seattle, what this loveseat olfers is simply ineproducible.

INDOOR SWING I She would grow up to have no mem-

ory of how her grandfather smelled nor of a single thing he

ever said, but she would have his gift of a swing, with its seat

of molded pink plastic and its woven blue nylon rope. Her

father-who wou'ld live much longer due to being a man of

moderation-suspended the swing from a beam of the base-

ment ceiling for the quiet pleasure of year-round swinging

even when it rained biblically outside. The orthogonal beam,

its base rooted in the basement's brown 'linoleum floor, had

the fami'ly's pencil sharpener screwed to it, and as often as

not when one of the family descended to the basement to

sharpen a pencil, she would be there, swinging in the dim, her

toes almost touching the ping-pong table with each forward

arc. Note On Availability: Since the family moved some years

ago, the disposition of the swing is unknown; the pencil sharp-

enet was relocated to a kindred beam in the basement of the

new house.

AFRICAN CHAIR I This African wooden chair that sits in the

corner of a salesman's room in Seattle doesn't look like any

chair his girlfriend ever saw while living in Africa last year. (And

she worked there for four months, which amounted to many

cups of tea in African homes.) However, it does look like a chair

an African might peddle to a Western tourist on the side of
the road or at a Sunday market. lt consists of two slabs of light
brown wood. Each slab is thin, the longer one measuring about
four feet long and the shorter one measuring about a foot and

a half long. The Ionger slab, or the back of the chair, is shaped

like a palm tree at the top, with a cone-topped hut carved out
next to it. At the bottom of the slab is a slit where the shorter

slab slides in, so that when you are seated, your body forms

a V. Note On Availability: Walking into the salesman's room is

like enteing Dia de los Muertos-he has a strange afinity for
Latin art-so the Afican wood.en chair sticks out amidst the

frightening masks and skulls, but he loves the thing, so it's not
going anywhere. lt was purchased at a trade show he managed

to sneak into at the Seattle Convention Center.
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Right now Zod's house was rather empty. The
previous owner had wallpapered around the furniture,
leaving strange gaps and silhouettes on the walls,
and Zod hadn't done much about that yet. She had

bought furniture, then taken it back, furnishing and

unfurnishing, preparing and shedding, like a womb.
She had bought several plain pine chests to use as

love seats or boot boxes, but they came to look to her
more and more like childrens' coffins, so she returned
them. And she had recently bought an Oriental rug for
the living room with Chinese symbols on it she didn't
understand. The salesgirl had kept saying she was
sure they meant "Peace" and "Eternal Life," but when
Zod got the rug home she worried. What if they didn't

mean "Peace" and "Eternal Life"? What if they meant,
say, "Bruce Springsteen"? And the more she thought
about it, the more she became convinced she T had a

rug that said "Bruce Springsteen," and so she returned
that, too.
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DAMAGED HIP JOINT INS|DE WOMAN'S BODy I As

observed arthroscopically, many ills assailed the ball, socket,

synovium, and cartilage of said Ieft hip. The hip joint means
to be a graceful apparatus with various components gliding
and striding in miraculous synchronicity. This particular hip
clicked and groaned like a duct-tapedjalopy. Kubrick himself ;

could have filmed the procedure that mended the hidden
universe. The scene cinematically offered'lily-white planetary :

curves clouded by irascible malformations, with smooth edges
inexplicably rendered jagged. A metal creature entered and
heroically swept all evils from the bedragg'led secret environ-
ment, restoring harmony. The external entity showed minimal
signs of disruption. Note On Availability: No interior access is

currently available. Erterior observation is available foltowing
strict screening by custodial human.

UNFINISHED RENOVATION I Here is a large hole in a wall of
a residential bathroom in north Seattle that visitors, no doubt,
silently note. lt wasn't as easy as the owners of the house

thought it would be to find a medicine cabinet to fill the hole,

but then it's true they didn't look very hard. There's a time
when you live with the smell of paint and dry spackle finger-
tips and three trips a day to Lowe's, and then, if you don't like
that way of Iife and don't do it for a living, there's a time when

you are done with it for good, and from that day forwardyour
every undone laboris your companion. Hard gray nubbles

remind you that you didn't wipe all the Thinset off the tiles
when you had the chance. Light patches on a dark blue wall
show that you slacked off on the second coat. Scraps of blue
masking tape stuck for years to the edges of windows reveal

that you never finish what you start. Physical proof of your

lazy undiscipline surounds you. As it has turned out, though,

the most beautiful part of this bathroom-by far-is the lat-
tice of narrow boards at the back of this hole, a nail sticking
out of each one, the points all hammered safely to the side,

and plaster pushing firmly through the gaps. Through this
hole you see the practical, uncosmetic intelligence that has

kept the house standing solidly for 70 years. Buddhist artists,

one is told, a'lways leave a piece of their work unfinished, as an

acknowledgment of human imperfection. But then one is also

told (or maybe just assumes) that Buddhist artists don't like

scraping their toes on hard nubbles ofThinset, and think it's
stupid not to pull off the masking tape when it's still easy to
do so. Note On Availability: This unfinished renovation may not
be removedfrom the home it completes.

Lastly, in reference both to the Sears, Roebuck and Co. catalog

and twentieth-century American fiction, the editor of this catalog

would like to give a shout-out to Truman Capote's "My Side of the

Matter," a story that features both an arresting item of interior

ddcor (a Civil War sword, hanging over the fireplace and used late in

the story by a character attempting to kill the narrator) and a plug

for the Sears, Roebuck catalog (the narrator's soon-to-be aunt-in-

law, the pale and mustached Olivia-Ann, subscribes).

FISH TADDER VIEWING WTNDOW #5 | Buitt in 1976, the
last window in the fish ladder viewing room at Hiram M.
Chittenden Locks is best seen in mid-winter, when the view
is unobstructed by migrating fish. Standing at the railing,
one'looks beyond the double pane, the condensation,s bare
streaks, and vertical burns of algae and submerged neon
Iights at either side of the window to stare into the tank,
blank save for moving water. Recessed into a concrete wall,
the window could be installation art, but it is better. Upon
gazing, one perceives that the tank's upper portion is met-
onym for the firmament itself. As with the king's crown, the
boiling cloud issuing forth from a square-cut portal to the
ladder's next step inevitably recalls something bigger, and
here it would be the heavens pocked with rolling stars. The
watery cloud boils up and backward out of its hole against the
way of all flesh, which must always move across and down. It
cannot help itself. Meanwhile, bits of light also break off the
dark bottom to wobble through the blue murk up and to the
left, approaching the surface like drunk moths. ln the zr-step
ladder, the window occupies the r8th rung. However, in the
Ptolemaic system, it is the eighth heaven, also known as,,.pite,
whiche may wele be called the firmament of perfeccyon, for it
is the stab'lysshment of all holy conuersacyon, whereby man
. . . discerneth waters from waters." (W. de W., t53t) Note On

Availability: She whosever can discerneth the waters from the
waters may purchase thise itemeJor a Bicentennial mug,t6 tall
ships, and a doubloon. She muste also be prepared to answere
the question "But where are the fishe?"for as longe as she may

WESTERN RED CEDAR IOGS I On the southward fac-
ing side of a West Seattle home, two lines of beautiful native
Western Redcedar logs stand upright. Though technically an
exterior feature, they are part of a wraparound porch, which
is a kind of interior space, covered by the roof of the house.

The trees were logged to suppod the roof and porch back in
t9o9. Though rootless and branchless, these modest sized Iogs
(roughly one foot in diameter) kept their bark and knotholes,
and, on rainy days, exude their telltale aroma. They've success-

fully mimed the idea of "tree" for almost a century, creating
a "bring the outdoors indoors" aesthetic fitting for a house

that started out as a hunting lodge. But nothing endures,

not even ancient decay-resistant wood 'like Western Redce-

dar-the giant of the forest, a darling of the logging industry,
the runner-up for Washington's state tree, and a cornerstone
for many Native Northwest tribes (who used it to make dug-
out canoes, houses, and totem poles). The wood doesn't stand
much chance in the face of one modern vi'llain: the Eastem

gray squirrel. This non-native rodent was repeatedly set free
in Seattle parks in the early rgoos, most notably by the Wood-

land Park Zoo's first director, and is now the city's predominant

tree squirrel. The Eastern gray Ioves urban environments and,

oh-ho!, red cedar bark, which it uses to line its nest. The East-

em gray hit the jackpot here at this house in West Seattle,

particularly since the death of the homeownert squirrel-
slaying mongrel, and steadily goes about stripping the logs

with a tail-twitching air of entitlement. Note On Availability:

Even if these Westem Redced.ar logs could be removed without
destroying half of the house, one gets the feeling that the nat-

tering pests might stage a sit-in.

COilDIIIOilS lil WHICH THIS CATATOG WAS PREPAnED I This catalog was

mostly written in winter, which may explain why it ends on a cold

note, with a page of radiators, which in another sense is a warm

note. lt also explains why Lorrie Moore was quoted at length just

now, for no reason other than that she's wonderful. The editor of

this catalog flew to Sacramento, California in early January to visit

his grandfather, a retired California politician who'd just had a

stroke, and on the plane he listened to selections from the audio

Best Americon Short Stoies oI the Century. When he got to the pa

quoted above, he recognized its relevance to the project at han

and then he laughed aloud, and the traveler next to him balkt

slightly. Travelers!

This fine print text was written (and most of the rest of the te:

was edited) in Sacramento, so blame its faults on the distortir

effects of that distorting region-brown and trafficky and patrioti

The editor of this catalog's grandfather, in a wheelchair, with a d<
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IICKET BOOTH I The Neptune Theatre, built in Seattle in r9zr, is home to one of the few

ieestanding ticket booths still in use in the United States. lt's made out of wood, glass, and con-

:rete, and modestly decorated with the same salmon-colored, bathroomlooking tile adorning

:hyeshold generally. Security seems to have been a factor in the booth's design: A steel safe, set

n a three and a half foot pillar of concrete, takes up roughly a sixth of the interior; the money-

:hanging slot is tiny; the glass enclosing the booth is a good half-inch thick; and the lone door

s secured by a nice Schlage deadbolt. One might attempt a robbery through the thing's flimsy
'oof but it's set less than a foot from the bottom ofthe marquee, and surrounded by a phalanx

>f spider webs. The booth is only operational during big shows, when it serves as a supple-

nentary ticket counter to the one inside. Cashiers sometimes sit in quasi-solitary confinement

br eight hours straight. "lt's actually bettelin there," says Katie, a Neptune emp'loyee found
;weeping the sidewalk the other day. "You can watch the crazies on the street." Note On Avail-

Tbility:While Katie and her manager seemed convinced the booth couldbe neither purchased nor

'emoved from the premises under any circumstances, a proposal for its commercial lease at least

tngendered pause. A hot-dog stand? A kissing booth? Gather the capital and see how far you get.

HARDWARE STORE I Located at the most important

intersection in the most populous borough of the most well-

known city on the only planet that is home to human life is

Pintchik's hardware. lt doesn't sell karaoke machines, but
there's one for customers to use. Same for the old-fashioned

popcorn maker, which is operating whenever the store is

open. Cappuccinos can be had for free, but can't be bought.

It's clear that the life-sized fiberglass cow by the front door

protects the store, although it's unc'lear from what. You could

probably rebuild the store using only the materials it stocks,

and it's probably the only store in the most well-known city on

the planet of which that could be said. But something would

be lost. A store that's been in business for more than one hun-

dred years is made of more than it's made of. Maybe the cow

protects that other stuff. Note On Availability: Unless you are,

yourself, a Hntchik heir, it\ unlikely that you will be able to call

this establishment your own. But nothing is stopping youfiom
opening your own hardware store, or fiom stocking it with

everything Hntchik's is stocked with, or even building it fiom
Pintchik materials.

SPEAKER BOOKSHEwES I This homemade shelving

unit-5o"tal'1,36" wide, r6" deep-solves the question hipsters

and well-rounded people ask themselves every day: "Why not

combine my love of great music and my'love of great books?"

This shelving unit answers: "Why not, indeed." The Quadra-
Linear Horn System speakers at the top and bottom of this

shelving unit have been gutted, so as to ho'ld books, but the

third generic-yet-beautiful speaker, positioned central'ly for

structural purposes, is fully functional. All three speakers

were originally constructed out of a heavy, dark wood, ideal

for their more recent translation into load-bearing furniture.
The interiors of the shelves have been painted a dark green

to cover up chipping that occurred in the hollowing-out pro-

cess. lt was a violent process, carried out by amateurs. Note

On Availability: This shelving unit was crafted the day after its

builder received the news that her fiend-the person who had

taught her how to build in the first place-had died in a bus

accident. Not knowing what else to do,the buildef who had

been putting off the build-date for a week,hunkered down and

finished the damn thing, the only getture she felt was actually

appropiate. For this reason, this shelving unit has acquired

grcat value, and she is unwilling to part with it. So, no, it's not

for sale. Make one youaelf.

n his lap, watched television with binoculars, often as not home

nprovement shows on cable, which the grandfather's wife likes.

"Do you want to sit in a real chair?"

"No, I can't," said the grandfather.

"What do you mean you can't?" said his wife.

"A chair is lower than this. I can't get up and down."

"You've been doing it for days."

"l'm fine."

"Do you want a pillow?"

"OK. That might help."

ney are Republicans, but their house is full of comfortable places

r sit.

collEcnoxt r cLAfl Flcafl oras

All of the items in this catalog are written in the third-person

except Charles D?mbrosio's, Jonathan Raban's, Dan Savage's

and one by Sarah Nelson. This is purposeful.

The phone booth in the lobby of the El Capitan had a chak

in it at the time Paul Constant wrote about it, although it no

longer does.

ln his write-up of a beam, Lawrence Rinder concludes, "An

inspection five years ago revealed an infestation oftermites, ren-

dering the home uninhabitable. The beam is likely still there and

is yours for the taking." This is not true. Rinder clarifies: "ln fact,

my father sold it to a guy who works at Home Depot who fixed

everything, but that's not such an interesting conclusion.'

coflrilrurott I MATT BRICCS is the author of four books of

fiction. EETHANY JEAN CLEMENT is a columnist fot The StrungeL

BEDROOM I This bed-

room is a smallish and

square, with two windows

and hardwood floor. Before

it was the bedroom of a

boy named Will, the walls

were a heinous peach color

because a clueless bach-

elor lived here. Not so 
'long

ago, when Will was a teeny

baby, a team of aunties and

grandmas swept in to paint,

arrange, and generally help

out because Will's mother

was very, very sick. The walls

are now two soft tones of
blue separated horizontally

by a white chair rail.The crib

has already been replaced

by a bed with a warm quilt.
We are made giddy by the

number of toys and photos

and small shoes here and

there. Now, Will and his

mother and I crowd around

the train track in the center

of the room. He shares the

secrets of a four year old

and we squeeze and kiss

each other because we can.

Note On Availability: The

love of the miracle of life is
available everywhere.

PAUL CONSTANT is the best name ever. CHARLES D AMBROSIO'S

second collection of short stories,The Deod Fish Museum,willbe

published next month. JESSICA 0EEKEN is a fiction writer. JONA-

THAN SAFRAN FOER is the author of two novels, Everything ls

llluminated and Extremely Loud & lncredibly Close. CHRISTOPHER

FRIZZELLE is the arts editor of The Stranger. IENNIFER YAEL CREEN

is in college. ADRIANNE HARUN is the author of the story collec-

tionThe King of Limbo. MARY HAYES is a photojournalism student

at the University of Montana. TARA HAYEs, her sister, works at

a bookstore. ANNA MARIA HONG is a poet. WESLEY HOTTOT

is in law school. FATEMA KARIM grew up near Hanford Site in

Western Washington, where plutonium was manufactured for

the bomb dropped on Nagasaki, killing 7o,ooo people instantly

and another 7o,ooo over time. BRENDAN KIIEY is The Stronget't

theater editor. KYLE KONIS is an architect. AIEX MaclNNlS is a
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DECOMISSIONED RADIATOR I This sma'll, dark, and squat
radiator does not radiate heat. ln fact, none of the wonderful
and mysterious appliances used to warm apartment build-
ings and houses technically"radiate"heat. (Radiators function
through convection: the air immediately surrounding the
radiator increases in temperature, rises from the source, and
ushers in a fresh mantle of cool air to hug the blistering metal.
Something that truly radiated would push waves of energy

through the medium being heated.) But the reason this radia-
tor cannot heat a room is that it has been disconnected from
its pipes and alienated from its boiler. lt is a machine that
has been released from sooty duty and allowed to rest, form
without function.This form is, of course, beautiful. lts frame is

close to the ground,like the ribcage of a hot animal. lts stain-
Iess steel knob, a bright spot of silver amidst corroded metal,
is Iike a bell hanging around the animal's neck. The poten-

tial uses of this reconfigured radiator are many. lt's hard and
uncomfortable, like much modern furniture, and would make

a pleasingly stubborn ottoman. Note On Availability:fhis radi-
ator was scavenged fiom the basement of an early-twentieth
century house in Seattle and is loved by its owner. Similar mod-

els might be located.,but this one is not available.

SILVER PAINTED RADIATOR I Radiators are often hidden
with heinous, boxy "radiator covers," which not only mask the
object's natural beauty but also inhibit its ability to heat a
room. This rather ordinary but beautifuliy functional radiator
shows us another way. lt's painted silver. On another object, a

superfluous layer ofpaint might seem like a distraction. Here,

the paint is like the illuminated halo on a Byzantine Madonna:
It draws attention to the fact that a radiator is an object to be

adored as well as relied upon. Not only does this appliance
heat a Seattle studio apartment (sometimes, it must be admit-
ted, a little too thoroughly), it also safely and efficiently dries

wet shoes. lt warms robes and towe'ls and underwear while
its owner showers. lf you've never stepped out of a bath into
the embrace of toasty terrycloth, you haven't truly lived. And
perhaps most delightfully, the radiator sings a twinkly Iittle
song-audible on'ly during the building's quiet hours-when
the steam in its pipes cools, condenses, and falls in an arpeg-

gio of droplets. Like some monstrous, substitute mothel the
radiator soothes with its mechanical lullaby. Note On Avail-

ability:This radiator is presently installed in a l928 apartment

building nearTashkent Park. lt cannot be removed.

writer ln [os Angcles. DAVIDA MARION ls rhort. SARAH NEISON

is optlmlstic. TOM NISSLEY is the aulhor of lntlmote andAuthentic

Economif5 : Thc Amerlcon Self- Made Man fiom Dougloss to Cho plln.

JOHN OTSON is a poct. JONATHAN RABAN is the author of many

books, including My Holy Wor: Dispotches from the Home Front,

Potsoge to tuneau, Bad Land, Sofi AA, and a forthcoming novel.

TAWRENCE RINDER ls the dean of graduate studies at Califor-

nia College of the Arts. ClLtlAN ROSE is a writer in Seattle. JOEI

MODERN RADIATOR I This contemporary radiatol called the Heatwave, is the invention of
a 26-year-old Dutch designer named Joris Laarman. lt's a marvelous combination of modemist

Purpose and anti-modernist aesthetics. On the one hand, its shape clearly echoes the ornate
swooPs and curves of the rocaille grotto-work that gave the rSth-century Rococo period its
name. The radiator flaunts its asyrnmetry (o1 to use the Rococo term, contraste). Made up of
any number of individual 6ox7o cm. fitted concrete pieces, each installation of this gloriously
fertile design will look slightly different. No longer the field onto which pictorial elements could
be sketched (see below), the radiator here becomes the picture itself, crawling all over the wall
and even around corners like some clinging vegetable species. lt isn't every day one looks at an
appliance and begins to imagine the reproductive capabilities of concrete. On the other hand,
the shape of the object corresponds to its function: They may look like mere fanciful swirls, but
those sprawling shapes actually increase the radiator's surface area (the same way the sepa-

rate vertical components of a traditional radiator do, but even more efhciently). The concrete
construction makes the radiator less heavy than a traditional cast iron machine, and better
suited to a wall installation. This object represents the advance guard of a possible renaissance

in radiator design. Joris Laarman is a genius. Note On Availability: The Heatwave is being pro-
duced in a limited seies by Droog, a design frm in Amsterdam. (Visit www.droogdesign.nl or call

3t-o-2o-523-So5o for details.) lt is the only thing in this catalog that is actually for sale.

ART DECO RADIATOR I Stark upright on a gleaming hard-
wood floor in a first-floor art gallery this magnificent bronze

radiator distracts would-be connoisseurs from their somber

art appreciation. The object has only three narrow ribs and
it sports the natural elegance of all starved things. The room
where it is situated is 'long and narrow, with exposed brick
on each wa'll, and the radiator seems to perch in the corner. lt
modestly accepts afew stray rays of the spotlight illuminating
the gallery's hours and location, which are posted immedi-
ately above. lf you stoop to examine the machine, you will see

Art Deco tendrils curling around its upper regions. lt looks like
ordinary scro'llwork at first, pretty and vacuous, but should
you bend deeper, you'd discover the curlicues are half of a win-
some pun. The radiator, a modern substitute for the ancient
tradition of harnessed fire, is embossed with the symbolic rep-

resentation of its ancestor. The scrolls are meant to'look like
smoke, not vines, and the source of the smoke can be located

below, in billowing licks of fire carved into the radiator's base.

Whereas the smoke is stylish and aloof, the fire is comfort-
ing. ltl puffy, and if it were possible to quilt metal,you would
swear the flames were pulled and stitched into their cottony
peaks. Note On Availability:The Art Deco Radiator is located in
the Globe Gallery, DS S. Main St., Seattle. The radiator may be

visited and photographed,but it may not be had.

SANDERS is a photographer ln New York City. DAN SAVAGE ls the

aulhor ol Sovoge Love, Thc Kld, Skipplng Towords Gomorrah, and

The Commitment, and is thc editor ol The Stronger. ANNE LEs-

LEY SELCER is a writer in Vancouver, 8.C. AUDREY VAN BUSXIRK

hates fruit. MICHAETVAN SUSXlRl( ls a photographer in Portland.

ANNIE WAGNER, an editor at The Stnnger,loves radiators.
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Allworth Nussbaum is
a group of talented

landscape architects,
construction professionals,

and maintenance
specialists with a passion

for creating beautiful
residentia I lan dscapes.
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Do you think your Insurance covers you for:

If you think you may have some

exposures, please give us a callfor

an analysis ofyour insurance coverages.

Ralph Taylor
Orion Insurance Group, Inc.
420g lggth st sw, #201
Lynnwood, WA 98036
(42s) 771-sre7
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Innocent Principals

Sufficient Valuable Papers and Records

Suflicient Computers and Media
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land Use Appeals

Environmental Litigation

Real Estate Transactions

Adverse Possession
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Legal Representation for Rea! Estate Investors.

2110 North Pacific Street
Suite 100
Seattle, Washington 98103
www.funkelaw.com
206.632.1 535

Funke,=

The Berger Partnershlp, PS
v 2Q6.125.6877 ;

SIGNAGE
Architectural Signage. Environmental Graphics

Wayfinding Systems. Large Format Digital Printing
Design And Fabrication

206.381.O661islanddoglsigns.com
srgn compan)
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GOUDY/.3^ififtucToN

425.455.1 255 I info@goudycc.com10777 Main Street
Bellevue, Washington 98004
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Goudy Construction Company

provides an indvidual approach to

planning qpd executing each unique

project bringing out the special

parts that make the project integrate

into the surrounding enyironment.
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\^/HITE PLACE BLACK INK 8Y R FREELANCE ITLUSTRATOR
CALLED PETER ARKLE.
WHO LIVES IN NEW YORK
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Trrvr CuLVAHoUSE

Pnesrnvarroru Hau
Fnonn WHrcH Wav r s Nrw Onleansl

One can't help but suppose that there are some things

about the spatial patterns of New Orleans that are dif-

ferent, say, from the patterns of Chicago or Louisville or

Sacramento. As this extraordinary city recovers from the

recent deluge, attention will be focused on the necessi-

ties: shelter, utilities, services. But it would be a shame if,

in the rush to repair,the distinctive character ofthe city

were compromised. For New Orleans'unique culture is

supported by its physical form.

You can see one pattern peculiar to New Orleans in the

layout of Preservation Hall, the storefront French Quar-

ter jazz venue. lf you have visited New Orleans, you may

have gone there. You may have gone in, or you may have

simply stood outside the windows. From there, you

looked across the backs of the musicians to the audi-

ence, crowded into folding chairs and onto the floor of
the simple space. For a few dollars, you could join the

audience inside. You would enter through a carriageway

to the right of the storefront, passing down it to a door

at the back of the room, and sit facing the musicians

and, behind them, the windows through which you had

looked.The music was louder here and clearer,you could

see the musicians'faces, and you could chat with them

between numbers. You were "in."

It wasn't so bad to stay "out," though. You could hear the

music, you could see the musicians, and if you couldn't

see their faces, you could watch the faces of the audi-

ence. You could talk to other hangers-on,you could leave

when you wanted without disturbing anyone or feeling

you hadn't gotten your money's worth, and with your

savings you could get a big plate of red beans and rice

and a beer at Mena's Palace.

Looking in on a scene with its back to the front, see-

ing people like yourself beyond the scene looking back

at you, finding your way into that scene through an

extended passage with a final about-face, seeing the

same scene from a privileged position: this scenario is

characteristically New Orleanian. You find it repeated

in all sorts of ways in the city and in its buildings, some

obvious and some less so. lt's there in the plan of the

Creole townhouse, the most urbane of the old Vieux

Carrd buildings. lt's in the plan of the Vieux CarrE itself.

And it's in any number of activities of the Mardi Gras.

Take, for example, parade watching.

All the world's a stage, but especially the balconies, and

especially on Mardi Gras, the final, climactic day of indul-

gence before the privations of Lent. lmagine it's Mardi

Cras day, and you are standing on 5t. Charles Avenue,

along the route of the Rex parade. You step back a little,

out ofthe crowd pressed up to the curb. Behind you and

overhead,you hear laughter and loud talking, a party on

the balcony of a house. One of the women on the bal-

cony is wearing a University of Tennessee t-shirt, so you

holler up, "What about them Lady Vols?"

"Hey, sugah," she replies, "you fum Ten-nessee?" and if
you have any sense you say, "Yes, ma'am."

One thing leads to another and pretty soon someone

comes down (probably her brother, and probably his

name is something like Chalmers Rivington Maxwell,

but he goes by "Butch") and lets you in and brings you

up a dark, curving stair, and there you are on the balcony

yourself. And all of a sudden you're big friends and there's

plenty of beer and boiled shrimp. Your view of the parade

is better, but, really, you've ended up not so far from

where you began. As far as catching the beads that will
be tossed from the floats, what you've gained in altitude

you've forfeited in distance.

The social gain, however, is dramatic, and along with the

beer and shrimp you get gossip about the Rex krewe and

the latest on the fortunes of whichever Louisiana politi-

cian is (like the shrimp) in hot water today.

On top of that, you have become part of the spectacle

yourself, one of the privileged ones on the balconies. The

folks down on the sidewalk are hollering up to you now
and while you're still part of the audience for the parade,

you're equally part of the show.

Knowledge and performance, initiation and display:these

are no doubt terms of the social economy anywhere, but

in few places are they dramatized as highly as they are

in New Orleans. And architecturally. The balcony, like any

privileged outlook, is reached only indirectly, in and up

and out again, and the outsider sees the beginning of

that passage and its end, but not the passage itself. And the

shape of this passage is the same as at Preservation Hall.

These are formal, physical conditions of the architecture

of the city and its buildings, but they are also character-

istics of the city's temperament, its culture-a tangible

upwelling of the underlying dynamic of New Orleans.

First there is a shallow layer of performance, the per-

formance of the city that is clown, mock royalty, exotic

dancer and musical accompanist to the nation. Beneath

that layer extends what may well be the most profoundly

conservative economic and political framework of any

major American city;wherein, nevertheless, resides a rich,

strangely beautiful, gently excessive spirit-distorted
and offered up to the tourist in tinny, pathetically comic,

Bourbon Street revues. What is most intriguing, and elu-

sive, about the city is that the casual visitor often cannot

know whether it is the city's face that she is seeing, or

its mask. One thinks of Anne Rice's lesfat, recalling "the

tableaux of the old Theater of the Vampires in the Paris

where the fiends had pretended to be actors pretending

to be fiends on a remote and gaslighted stage."r

Tim Culvahouse, AlA, is an orchitect, author and editor

based in Berkeley, California. He edits arcCA (Architecture

California), the quorteily journal of the AIA California

Council and is principal of Culvahouse Consulting Group,

lnc., www.culvahouse.net. An olumnus of Tulane School of
Architecture, he has an abiding interest in New Orleans.

Drawings, cou rtesy of a uthor:
Top, Preservation Hall, outside.
Middle, floorplan, entry to
Preservation Hall.
Bottom, balcony below
& above.
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Fresh ingredients, good food, wine and conversation

make traditions, community. The gloriously sensuous

and the cerebral make graceful cohabitants with a good

meal. We all have vivid memories of extraordinary meals

and debate. Many of us, in turn, rabidly use and support

farmer's markets and community agriculture, fueled by

the ideals offood and friends.These connections bind us

in a profound manner to the place, to the pace of nature.

It is easy to lose these relationships and the connections

which make them real.

Maybe this is why a dinner in the fall of zoo4 at New

York's Whitney Museum, the collaboration of artist Ann

Hamilton and chef-activist Alice Waters, got my atten-

tion. Organized by the Manhattan-based nonprofit arts

organization Minetta Brook as a fundraising effort for its

extensive program Wotershed: Hudson Valley Art Project,

the dinner celebrated the historic connections between

the city and the valley-people and the source of food.

The only stipulation facing Ann and Alice's event was

that they use ingredients produced in the Hudson Valley,

connecting patrons to soil and earth. Twenty-four hours

prior to dinner, provisions were purchased at the Union

Square Farmers Market, then the tables built. Cheese

and ice cream were made throughout the dinner, to the

sound of performances by harp singers and, if Ann had

had her way, cows chewing their cud. For fear of dam-

aged Noguchi's, the cows were not present.

Ann and Alice's meal was one of five in Minetta Brook's

Watershed Tastemakers series, each pairing a respected

natural foods chef with a contemporary installation

artist. Minetta Brook pursues a mission of strengthen-

ing the relationship between artists and communities

through arts projects, exhibitions and events that often

accentuate shared space, social interaction and envi-

ronmental awareness. Minetta Brook was established

in r995 by Diane Shamish (previously with the Seattle

Arts Commission Art in Public Places Program) and works

in partnership with the Whitney Museum of Ameri-

can Art, the Dia Art Foundation, the Hudson River Park

Trust, Friends of the High Line and various community

organizations. This is a remarkable organization: www.

minetta brook.org.

Minetta Brook's collaboration with Friends of the High

Line is proving to be groundbreaking already, with the

project in question having just cleared the last hurdle

toward construction. The High Line is a r.45-mile aban-

doned elevated rail extending zz blocks from the Meat

Packing District to Penn Station. Erected in r9z9 to sepa-

rate railroads from the street, the High Line connected

the farms of the Hudson Valley with the Chelsea market

until the r95os. When the defunct rail was threatened

with demolition in zoo3, the Friends of the High Line

retained Field Operations and Diller Scofidio + Renfro to

transform the line into useable space.Their design vision

to "keep it simple, wild, quiet and slow" is other-worldly,

and will transform this structure, r8-3o feet above grade

and 3o-6o feet wide, into 6.7 acres of public parklands.

The first phase is slated to open in 2oo8. More project

details can be viewed at www.thehighline.org.

Civen the strong historical connection between the High

Line and the outlying farming communities, Minetta

Brook has initiated a collaborative project by Ann Hamil-

ton and Alice Waters that focuses on food and the urban

experience, engaging youth, families and the broader

community of Chelsea. Early reports about the project

include a food program based on Alice's Berkeley non-

profit, Edible Schoolyard, which brings organic gardening

and cooking to classrooms; concessions (included in the

High Line design); and plans for a great performance

with a one-and-a-half mile long communal meal, music

and singers.

This is justthe beginning.Alicewith herenormous respect

for the earth and disciplined pursuit of the food/body

relationship, and Ann with her conceptual capacity for

framing a layered, thick experience, suggest that this col-

laboration will shift the way we use a city and change the

design of a public promenade. This is an art program to
follow, and an interesting approach to growing a city. r

Barbara Swtfi is a landscope orchitect/urban designer/

food-ort lover and principal of Swtft & Company.

Ann Hamilton
and AliceWaters,
Ann Hamilton and
AIice Waters Watershed
Tastemakers Dinner,
Whitney Museum
of America n Art,
November 4, zoo4.
Photo: Maggie Trakas
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Ann Hamilton and
Alice Waters Watershed
Tastemakers Dinner,
Whitney Museum
of American Art,
November 4, zoo4.
Photo: Maggie Trakas
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Planting: Spring Crop, o5hl/o3
Hudson ValleyTastemakers,

Photo: Christian Philipp Muller
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BELT COLLINS

l602 Dexter Ave. N. Suite 3 SEATTLE WA 98109
t 20 6.285.4422 t 20 6.285.0 544 www. beltcol li ns. com
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The region's largest and best selection of
classic European style fountains, planters

& garden ornaments.
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hardcover, $87.95.
Bi rkhiuser.

Since she began her first project in Seattle, l've been

enthralled with Kathryn Custafson's work. Her grasp of

form, material, the nuances of place, transcend the lim-

its of any single design discipline. And who can resist the

story of a girl from Yakima whose first job out of design

school was a commission at the modern landscape

showcase, Parc de la Villette. She moved on to sculpting

highway interchanges in France. Since then she's shaped

and enlivened corporate and civic places from Amster-

dam to Beirut.

So,with great interest, I opened her second book,Moving

Horizons: The Landscape Architedure of Kathryn Gus-

tofson and Portners, published in English, German and

French by Birkhiuser, a subsidiary of Cermany's Springer

publish ing conglomerate.

Though Seattle is now her home base, Gustafson remains

a partner in the London firm she and Neil Porter founded

in 1997 Gustafson Porter. Here in the Gustafson Guth-

rie Nichol office, primary responsibility is shared among

partners Jennifer Cuthrie and Shannon Nichol. Moving

Horizons, while focused on Gustafson's creative force,

will set up the context for development of separate firm
identities, according to Guthrie.

Gustafson and her Seattle partners have been major

shapers of this city lately.The Civic Center Plaza is a multi-
level open space plan typical of her signature emphasis

on shifting horizontality and sculpted land-form. While

thelighted scrims and sheets of water of McCaw Hall's

Kreielsheimer Promenade present something astound-

ingly new: the deployment of water and artificial light as

major architectural materials, with a place-making life all

their own.

Moving Horizons includesbeautiful black and white pho-

tos of Custafson's distinctive clay models. According to

writer Jane Amidon, Custafson literally "feels the design

emerge as vivid land form from the clay." Like other sculp-

tors, such as Frank Gehry, she takes advantage of modern

scanning technology. For the Diana, Princess of Wales

Memorial Fountain, perhaps Custafson's most legend-

ary (and controversial) project, the model of a complex

undulating oval-shaped stream was translated directly

into electronic drawings. ln turn, sophisticated com-

puter technology helped model the fountain's granite

surface to produce the desired ripples and weaves in the

fountain's course.

The Promenade at
Marion Oliver McCaw Hall,
Seattle, Wash ington
Photo: Ca reth Loverldge.

This is sculpture, but not art for art's sake. Partner Shan-

non Nichol is quoted in the book: "We try to respect that
landscape is part of something bigger than anything you

put on top of it or affix to it. lt's not a building or a piece

of art, it is land."

At the scale of landscape architecture, obtaining and

selecting illustrative photos is a particular problem.

These projects are no exception. However, because ofthe
work's sculptural clarity and the natural photo-op in the

meeting of hardscape, water, architecture and people,

there are many excellent photos in Moving Horizons.

Some spreads also include meditative color sketches that

reveal the first stages of an emerging landscape.

Amidon has grounded the organization of the 3o-plus
projects in the book firmly in the creative process itself,.

The book has five sections: "Visual Land"-large, unpeo-

pled spaces such as highway interchanges;"Encountering

Land"-landforms to be walked or climbed; "Light and

Water"-effects that alter the landscape via the senses;

"Framed Space"-courts or other open spaces defined by

architecture; and "Places of Transition"-sites undergo-

ing cultural or environmental reinvention.

ln addition to this helpful sorting, project information is

offered on two levels. There is a narrative of the project

history, context and design response. Then, an extended

single caption explaining images and describes specific

elements as part of the overall strategy. What's missing

on these pages is a sense of time. Some mention is made

of major projects and years in Amidon's frontispiece, but

it would have been interesting to locate these projects by

date as well as place.

ln a caption for a courtyard of the government offices at

Creat Ceorge Street, London, Amidon writes: "Water has

a figural presence and occupies as opposed to structures

space."

True enough. But this occupation is the difference

between presence and abstraction. Custafson is known

for her apothegm, "full when empty, empty when full."

As a design element, water can be the fullness and the

emptiness.

The text of Moving Horizons is mostly devoted to the

shaping of land, but the photographer's lens is inexorably

drawn to water. ln these pictures,water jumps and sprays,

reflects the natural and artificial light of the city and

winds through its sculpted courses in sinewy strands.

From the Civic Center to Mercer Street, we have seen

water trace and enliven the ground plane, blurring the line

between landscape and architecture. Water is the actor

before allother actors in Kathryn Gustafson's landscapes.l

Clair Enlow writes about design ond reloted politicol issues.

She is a freelance journalist ond columnist for the Seattle

Daily Journa I of Commerce.

Shell Headquarters Carden,
Rueil-Malmaison, FRANCE.

Photo: Kathryn Custafson.
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The clea rings in the concrete forest of downtown Vancou-

ver offer tranquility and renewal. Ever more appreciated

as the groves of condo towers surrounding them rise

higher and higher.

Vancouver has been on a downtown-park-building binge

in the past fewyears.The layout, appointments and atmo-

sphere of three new parks vary substantially because

they-ike everything else in Vancouver's built environ-

ment-were designed, chosen, wllled into existence. Our

intense city building requires that Vancouverites demand

the best in the design oftheir green spaces.

One informed observer disappointed with much of our

recent downtown park building is Douglas Patterson,

founding director of UBC's School of Landscape Architec-

ture. He feels not enough consideration has been given

to the role of public space within the city. "Vancouver's

parks planning and broader urban design efforts are too

often incongruent-even at cross purposes," he says. He

sees a safe "defa u lt level" of just-adeq uate design getti ng

built, when a dynamic downtown core demands more

creativity and critical thinking.

It is a tribute to our parks detttpartment, planning and

real estate departments and developers that we have

new oases of downtown green at all. Nonetheless, I agree

with Patterson when he says we should resist being

grateful and push for better designs:"lf McDonalds is the

only restaurant in a neighbourhood,that doesn't mean it
serves good food."

Happy Meals and gourmet feasts both, here are mini-reviews

of Vancouverl three new or renewed downtown parks.

vtcToRY SQUARE

Victory Square is the hub point in the layout of Vancouver,

where the Gastown urban grid shifts into the downtown

pattern. Bill Pechet co-designed theWWl helmet-inspired

lighting fixtures there, which sit on poles like an honour

guard around our monument to fallen Canadians. He

says,"you can think of the Cenotaph as the axle around

which allof Vancouver rotates,the linkage point between

Downtown Eastside and the core downtown."

Pechet and design partner Stephanie Robb also devised

new up-lighting into Victory Square's trees, a safety

feature that also makes it more visually interesting by

night than by day. Despite their recent appointment to
represent Canada at next year's Venice Biennale of Archi-

tecture, Pechet and Rob were not selected to design the

park itself. Parks board staff picked landscape architect

Jonathan Losee, who had worked on Thornton Park, in

front of Main Street's train station.

Landscape architects like Losee face substantial chal-

lenges when practicing their art in the inner city. Most

would agree that in recent years Victory Square had got

scruffy, even sordid. "Frankly," says Losee of the state of
the park three years ago when his design work began,

"the bushes were shot through with needles and feces."

According to Jim Lowden-at that time the parks depart-

ment's director of planning-Losee was selected because

of his use of "CPTED" in Thornton Park. The Orwellian-

sounding acronym stands for "Crime Prevention Through

Envi ron mental Design."

Concocted by law enforcement and planning agencies

in the United States, CPTED is an intellectually question-

able stew of prescriptive criteria intended to control the

behaviour of miscreants, legitimized through bad social

science, and even worse design suggestions. Powered by

such breakthrough insights as a supposed loo% correla-

tion between shrubbery and anti-social activities, CPTED

has also quietly become a key shaper of Vancouver parks

east of Granville Street.

Accordingly, Losee's final design removed all bushes, but

also may have removed much of this park's life-admit-
tedly low life. His re-do of Victory 5quare is wheelchair

accessible, easy to hose down, but without congeniality

or visual interest, successfully preventing crime by pre-

venting use.

The park is now home to alternating, short-lived con-

ventions of skateboarders and Vancouver Community

College touch footballers. Victory Square has become a

place to pass through, not linger-a needlessly soul-less

intersection of pathways.

Losee's design has increased the amount of Victory

Square's hard surfaces by 35o square metres, with 38%

of its area now without Brass or plantings. Security and

handicapped access concerns meant that this sloping

site had to be re-graded, in order to assure visibility from

all four sides. Flowers and rich ground cover have been

banished In the name of an anti-crime design ethos that
verges on the criminal itself.

I never thou ght I wou ld grow nosta l gic for Victory Sq ua re's

former huddles of well-marinated rubbies gathered in

boisterous talk, but they now seem positively vital com-

pared with the sad, long, straight line of benches flanking

Pender Street, every person there obliged by design to
stare into the empty skies of their own thoughts, rather

than clustered together face-to-face in conversation.

Below: Bunkerized: The redesign

of the Downtown Eastside's

Victory Square by landscape

architect lonathan Loosee was

driven more by"Crime Preven-

tion Through Environmental
Design" criteria than by the daily
needs of its often-indigent users.

Courtesy J. Losee Landscape

Arc h itect.
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)ove: The watercourses, path-

ays and dense plantings of
Jrante-Kreuk's Bayshore Park

ere all constructed on the roof
'a city-owned parking garage,
,t beside Vancouver's Coal Har-

rur (Courtesy Durante Kreuk)

BAYSHORE PARK AT COAI HARBOUR

Bayshore Park is only 15 blocks from Victory Square,

but utterly different in conception. The best of the new

parks is in a much wealthier neighbourhood. lts design

benefitted from an absence of CPTED criteria, signifi-

cant investment by the developel and most of all, the

design skills of its landscape architects, Jane Durante

and Peter Kreuk.

Vancouver may have no more splendid a walking path

from city to shore than Bayshore Park, which links the

corner of Georgia and Cardero through the Bayshore

development to Coal Harbour.

This route is flanked with variegated low plantings-
diverse shrubs, bright flowers and small trees-set in

crisply-defined concrete planters set with granite high-

lights. The artfully inter-woven geometries of planters,

walking routes and watercourses here obscures the fact

that much of this park is constructed on top of a city-

owned parking Barage.

The base of Bayshore's towers on Ceorgia are tamed

by setting their support columns in reflecting pools,

an idea that landscape architect Durante credits to Arthur

Erickson. From here, water passes through a number

of calming fountains, all flowing towards a "vortex"

at the seawall, where it swirls down and is pumped

back upslope.

Midway down there is a large open space, big enough

for Frisbee or kite flying, but seldom used this way, as

quietude in the face of nature is the focus of these for-

mal but lushly inviting gardens. lf Bayshore Park has a

problem it may be that it integrates with the archi-

tecture and neighbourhood so well that many

Vancouverites read it as a private zone for residents only,

but this may change.

The recent survey of homeless populations in Vancouver

revealed substantial numbers living downtown west

of Granville, yet Bayshore Park's avoidance of CPTED

excesses does not seem to have resulted in deterioration,

crime or abuse. "Eyes on the park" from surrounding

condos may do more for crime prevention that all the

other myopic and paranoid CPTED rules.

As UBC's Patterson suggests good design itself is an

investment in a safer, saner, and healthier city, and we

are all better off for the urban idyll that is Durante and

Kreuk's Bayshore Park.

EMERY BARNES PARK

Emery Barnes Park is a major disappointment, but more

for its insipid design ideas than its mild application of

CPTED principles.

Prime amongst these is its own watercourse, which flows

from no-where to no-where. More precisely, it runs from

in front of the blank wall of an adjoining apartment build-

ing along a course that aligns with the door of a tanning

salon in a condo tower across Davie Street.

The detailing of fountain, watercourse and adjacent

seating areas uses bluestone laid in random-stacked

horizontal courses,framed in concrete.These hard-edged

elements read like the ruins of a similarly detailed r95o's

golf and country club that might have stood on the site,

in some distracted imagining. No matter what one

thinks of landscape architect Richard Stevenson's visual

choices,onlyoneyear into use,these elements are already

showing significant wear-and-tear from skateboarders

and partiers.

At the intersection of Davie at Richards there is a seat-

ing area framed by a pergola supported on columns of
red brick. According to Stevenson, these heavy brick

elements are a visual link to Yaletown's nearby cluster

of similarly-clad warehouse buildings. I think this visual

connection tenuous, at best.

Stevenson describes his Emery Barnes design features

as "a collection of various references" but concedes that
"perhaps it is too eclectic."

As scattered and place-less as Emery Barnes park is by

day, it gets worse by night. This is less due to the very

high levels of lighting required as crime preventative

under CPTED criteria, than because of the specific quall-

ties of the lighting elements chosen by Stevenson and

parks staff.

The lighting filament of these fixtures is bare and ever-

visible to the eye, making for wince-inducing levels of
glare. Few of us go without lampshades on bare electric

bulbs, and it is not a question of budget but design that

Emery Barnes visitors are now obliged to wear sunglasses

at night.

With area populations rising rapidly, the park is well-

used and socially diverse. Stevenson describes a typical

day there as "moms and nannies in the morning, busi-

ness people at lunch, street kids by early afternoon, by

early evening it is a gay park-couples with poodles, then

after dark it becomes a party park, complete with wet

T-shirt contests."

Stevenson says the downtown south area changed

utterly in the three years he completed his design. UBC's

Patterson feels the parks board should have temporarily

installed the bare minimum of green features here,giving

this changing community an opportunity to informally

discover how it wants to use this park, before designs

were permanently set in concrete and brick.

Our parks board still has a chance to complete Emery

Barnes park in a more innovative and visually engaging

way. Jim Lowden, now the Stanley district director, the
city is currently buying the last of a string of properties

along Seymour, which will double the size of the park. A

designer for this second phase has not been selected.

How about a standup summer "drive-in," with a movie

screen installed on the faqade of the new film festival

premises in the Brava development across Seymour? How

about a caf6, or public washrooms, or a formalflower gar-

den in the expanded Emery Barnes park? Our lively and

diverse city demands better ideas. r

Below: Rivulet to nowhere: New

stream aligns with condo tower
doorway in Emery Barnes park,

designed by Richard Stevenson.

Courtesy Richa rd Stevenson

Associates.

Arch itect u re c riti c Trevor

Boddy is a Vancouver urban

d esi g n e r, a rch itectu re

curator and historian. He

offers his opinions about

buildings in the city and

the building of the city

and welcomes yours at
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ln I990, RID0LF! lnr. tommilted to odvoncing the sustoinobility of our

environmenl by treoting o speriolized leom of expeils who employ

innovolive engineering ond srienfifir lechniques ot the highest level.

Servires inrlude:

I Environmenlol 0eonup

I Hobitot Reslorolion

I Wols Resourres

I Woste Monogemenl

I Sustoinoble Site Developmenl

I LEED Proiecl Monogement

I Ovil Design

RrsroRATrve DrvrLoPMENr

@
MtIIBtR

SEATILI. JUNEAU o C0EUR D'ALE].|[

www.ridolli.com

-N
...celebrotes l5 YEARS of commitnrenl to

envfu onment sl su st oinohilit y.

RlD0tFl lnr.
Good Enginearing.

Software sultin

An engineer that !istens can make all the difference.
For the past 10 years, Mike Wright has focused his engineering skills on seismic issues

as they relate to new and existing buildings, while listening closely to his clients and
providing then with workable, cost-effective solutions for their projects.

MAWrightUC
Helping clients nake the right choices for their structures.

yyo.

i Support

www.thePPlgroup.com
, Oregon/SW Washington So3.z)t.l576' 8oo.z47.t9z7rl rl i't r i::i{jlil:

;riIhr,r:rii liil,c,i,:iiii:i:r itri. ltr NW Washington . 425.251.9722 , 8OO.55B.S168

1 101 East Pike Street

Second Floor

Seattle, WA 98122

Phone: 206.322.6354o
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They all use it. Shouldn't you?
When so many talented designers choose the same architectural

design software to drive business forward, it's more than a

trend. lt's a sign you may be missing out on an exceptional

resource. VectorWorks Architect offers architectural design

firms powerful BIM features, unparalleled performance and

uncommon value. Your competitors are taking advantage of

top speed, as well as superior production and presentation

capabilities-plus, seamless integration of 2D,3D and building

data. Shouldn't you?

Ca I I 1 -877-202-7 91O or visit www.vectorworks.net/a rcade

to find out more.
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Jarur Raorr Slaoe
Corruc Hor-r-Ywooo

One of the great parlour games of the post-Hollywood

era, right up there with "Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon," is

"ln the Hollywood Movie of Your Life, Who Would Play

You?" Everyone takes turns playing casting director, and it
can be pretty revealing, both of people's movie tastes and

how people see each other and themselves. I got a major

ego boost when someone suggested Daryl Hannah might
play me, considering the most common answer is skinny

bug-eyed Shelly Duvall, usually preceded by, "Don't take

this the wrong way..."

Strolling down Capitol Hill last week, on our way to the

EgyptianTheatreto see Capote,l posed a related question

to the gals in my book club."Who would play Seattle?"

Blank stares at first.

"What do you mean? Do you mean someone youU think
of as a quintessential Seattleite?"

"Tom Skerritt?"

"Eddie Vedder?"

"No." I clarified: "Cive me an actor who could personify

the physical Seattle, and get the feel of the city right.

Portland and Vancouver too."

The consensus was that Seattle would be played by

someone smart and literate, a touch geeky. Tall and

healthy. Androgynous. Maybe an indie actor who's gone

mainstream.

After several false starts, we were piqued by someone's

submission of Hilary Swank. She plays androgynous.

She's smart. She's outspoken."Does she look like Seattle,

though?"

"Well...if you spin her around really fast, she'd look like

the Space Needle-tall base, nice observation decks."

"That's vulgar."

Johnny Depp was mentioned. "Not smart enough, not

outdoorsy enough."

"Too European, especially since the smoking ban."

"Parker Posey?"

Maybe in the supporting role of Bellevue. She's short and

she plays a hilarious glossy-manicured-and-boring.

Onto Vancouver. Definitely European. 5lightly older. Well-

d ressed, ed ucated.

"Liam Neeson. He's sort of tall and grand, but he's got

that gray-green drippy lrish thing."

"Yeah,Vancouver on a wet day."

"Frances McDormand."

"Who's the tall guy who played impeccable and gay

opposite Julia Roberts? Him."

A frisky group of women, we tried to shoehorn Jake Gyl-

lenhaal into all three city roles. We finally decided he

could go into the Portland bucket. Portland is youthful,

good-looking and hip, on top of the old, industrial infra-

structure. So someone with solid values.

'John Cusack for Portland. He's underrated, but brilliant.

There's an industrial pallor there. He retains his youth-
he and Joan both-in fact, he and .,oan together could

play Portland."

"Keanu Reeves."

'Amy lrving."

"Keanu Reeves? AMY freaking IRVING? Are you kidding

me? There's not a WHIFF of Portland in either of them!

Jesus! "

The sign of a good parlour game is its ability to provoke

bitter-yet-inane confl ict.

I decided to introduce my new game to passing acquain-

tances. My neighbor, a very thoughtful, soulful man (Hi,

Eric!) came up with Tom Hanks for Seattle. I shrugged at

first, not seeing it. But he made a good case: Hanks has

maturity. He's earnest-and for a city who voted some-

thing like four times for the monorail, Seattle is nothing if
not earnest-but with pathos. He looks to progress, while

also respecting the past (see Apollo r3). He's done gen-

der-bending (see Bosom Buddies) and tackled AIDS (see

Philadelphia). He's the Market. He's the lake. He's Elliott

Bay. He's the counterbalance, the neighborhoods, the fer-

ries. Pan out for the closing credits. Grab a tissue. Hanks

can play Seattle in the big-budget sell-out version.

Two people pegged Vancouver. One: Sigourney Weaver.

She's as elegant as Stanley Park. Wrestling with her iden-

tity, but always proud.Two: Klaus Kinski,Werner Herzog's

muse. lnternational, with indie cachet.

"Or his daughter, Nastassja Kinski, for that matter."

("There's the ego-boost

thought.)

answer for Vancouver," I

ln order to feel I had thoroughly researched the comic

possibilities of the game, I called my comedian brother

in LA I figured, living right in Hollywood, heU get into the

spirit of the game right away.

His answers for Seattle? Philip Seymour Hoffman. John

C. Reilly. "Both are basically good-hearted, pasty and

repressed."

Hey, that's not funny. I suggested the next time he play

the game with a Seattleite, he preface those casting sug-

gestions with,"Don't take this the wrong way..."

I also told him he had two days to provide me with a

punch-line for this article. Hours later, he left it on my

voicemail:

'Anna Nicole Smith. She'll do anything for a billionaire."

Badump-bum. r

Capitol Hill writer lane Radke Slade invites your casting

submissions vio letters to the editor of ARCADE.
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Roru van orn VrrN
NPRTacLTNES

lf you write a regular satirical column for ARCADE, like

me, you know that one always has to be ready for the

next quirky idea. I mean, when it comes right down to it,

architects aren't really that funny, so you take what you

can get.

A few weeks ago I was driving in my car listening to NPR

when I heard Mahlum's name mentioned with some

catchy tag line as a sponsor of a program. This got me

thinking about how different firms in the northwest

might "brand" themselves given the chance as a sponsor

on public radio.

To help me out I enlisted a few of my more sarcastic archi-

tect friends. I know this sounds redundant, but I picked a

few buddies that have a particular biting sense of humor

and maybe an ax or two to grind. After a bit of editing,

here are the top NW architectural firm taglines as might

be heard on NPR:

Box lrru CYwtNsKr lacxsox
Yeah, like Cywinski and lockson motter....

t hrrrrs Curr:n
Yeoh, l'm a fun guy to workfor...

Callrsolr
We' re rea I ly i m po rta nt !

G rnslrn
We're more important thon Callison.

Olser SuuoaERG KuNDrc ArrEil
We con spend more per squore foot thon Cutler

Designing houses you would sell your mother to see

It ain't easy designing $rooo/square foot!
Designing for people in the upper .oooooooooooo5%
income bracket

MAHIUM
Who nomes their firm ofter a drafting apparatus?

Prrrn Mtlrn Boors
God, how lwish I owned Barnes ond Noble stock?

MrrxuH
God, how we wish we were Miller Hull....

Werusrerru AIU

God, how we wish we were Olson 5undberg....

Mnlrn Hulr.
How mony ways con YOU do a knee broce?

Gonoor Walxtn
I have Mithun in the polm of my hand...

BOORA

We're thinking of dropping the "A".

Prnxrns + Wrr.t

Purchasing a firm near you.

Norrrr Jorrsror
Tag lines? I olways cut them off when I buy a new shirt!

MBT

A purchased firm near you!

Searrlr AIA
More exciting than... well... a lot of things...

Orsolu SuNDBenc Kurorc Ar.lrr
Shut up, it's art.

Mulvarrv G2

How do we spell CO$S$TCO?

Buttcanrrrn
Bum.....mer

CARrsoN ARcHrrEcrs

lust think weird metal boxes

lrrrcnus
That's Latin!

HOK

Thot's "H", then "O", then "K". Soy the letters. Otherwise it
sounds like you have a cold or something.

Pucr
Where?

NBBJ

No motter how hard we try to convince you otherwise,

we are o big ass corporate firm!

Nonrxwrsr ARcH rrEcru RAr CoMPANY

Wonder whot we do?

WEBER + Txorrrpsolt
When doing more is better thon doing better.

Dnrscor.r. Ancxrrrcrs
When Webber Thompson is too expensive,

GGLO

We promise to chonge our logo soon,

Boxwooo
Wood box

LMN

Yeah, just try beating us out for the next Seottle perform-
ing arts building.

NBBJ

No, we are across the street from REl.

ZGF

WE'RE STILL IN SEATTLE!!!!

Anlr hcxsolu
Whot's o tagline?

RUFFCORN MOTT HINTHORNE 5TINE

Remember ZGF? We don't either...

LMN

We put the "conventional" in convention centers

Hewrrr Ancsrttcts
Do my glasses remind you of anyone?

Groncr 5uvama
I look more like him than Hewitt!!!!

Roxleoen Bonces Flemrnc
Hey, we did those coolflappy things next to the EMP!

FrNNE ARcHrrEcrs

Never trust a firm whose neme looks like o

misspelled adjective.

ANDERSoN ANDERSoN

He ain't heavy, he's my brother.

Searrlr AIA

PURPLE

BCRA

The NBBI ofTacoma

McGnalrlxam
Oh yeoh, we are The Miller Hull of Tocoma

Ron is a regular Side Yard columnist for ARCADE with a deep

obiding resped for all Seattle design firml None of these

taglines reflect his actualfeeltngs, but are only cheap unwar-

ranted jokes by sarcasticfriends with chipson theirshoulders.

By the woy, CALO generously allowed ARCADE to use their
remarkable logo for this article (l also threatened to really

dis them). Comments to Ron ot ronv@mithun.com.
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The quality and accessibility of the magazine's content

continue to increase. Here are just a few 2005 highlights.

23.3/March

Unintended lnfluences I Crossing Boundaries

Feature Editor, Richard Yancey

l/apping the unforeseen forces and unknown topographies of

the design process.

Editorial feature rncluded a running series of "back stories"

from various people and perspectives commenting on an

unintended influence that informed a project...the good, the

bad and the ugly.

23.4lJune

Graphic Design, Culture Made Visible

Feature Editor, Anne Traver

First issue devoted to graphic design. Feature included the

results of a roundtable critique on the profession, called forth

specifically for ARCADE, and a series of homage, "l wish I

would have designed that," shorts-both with Northwest

designers.

24. l/September

Unron Station

Feature Editor, Charles Tonderai Mudede

Edrtorial feature explored the fixed histories and open futures

of Portland, Seattle and Vancouver train stations. "lnterview"

with artist Robert Wilson, and part one of a two-part interview

with former Seattle Mayor Paul Schell.

We learned in December 2005 that we would be awarded a

grant from the National Endowment for the Arts lor 2006.

The grants review committee cited the quality of our publica-

tion gratifying recognrtion, on a national level, of the hard

work and talent of all of our contributors.

Our total income for 2005 was $146,387 and expenses came

in at $146,304. A little bit of black ink on the bottom line!

ln June ARCADE's Board of Trustees launched the new Lead-

ership Giving campaign with a beach barbeque at George

and Kim Suyama's award-winning home. Trustee Liz Dunn,

and Jim Duncan, one of ARCADE's longtime supporters, led

the appeal for guests to "up the ante" and commit to multi-

year gifts. The response was amazing. See the donor page

for a list of these contributors who are leading the way rn

support of quality architecture and design.

We also continue to reach out to the design community

through biannual phone appeals and subscription renewal

requests. Thanks to everyone who contributed in 2005!

Close to 20,000 copies of ARCADE were distributed in 2005

We began surveying magazine recipients to increase the

effectiveness of our outreach.

Part of the ARCADE party crowd (aka those who stayed until kicked

out!) at the spring 2005 launch in the Artemide showroom.

Photo by Michael Burns.

Board of Trustees

ln 2005 the organization was guided by President Richard

Manderbach and we welcomed three new board members:

Scott Allen, Jim Mueller, and Ben Rankin.

Staff

The work of ARCADE is accomplished primarily by two part-

time staff members plus a volunteer board, editorial commit-

tee, and many creative contributors. ln 2005 we added two

very able and very part-time staff assistants; Sasa Foster in

operations and Kelly lgoe as editorial assistant.

Guest Editors

Volunteer feature editors did an outstanding job of pulling

together thoughtful and provocative content for the center

section of each issue.

Graphic Design

The look of the magazine changes with each volume thanks

to the contributions of talented local graphic designers. An-

nabelle Gould completed volume 23 (March and June), Brain

Goedart (September), and RMB Vivid (December); contrib-

uted to the current volume.

RMB Vivid will complete the current volume with this March

and June 2006 issues.

24.ZlDecember

The Desire lssue

Feature Editor, Kelley Walker

Editorial feature focused on what, why and how desire is

inspired and provoked in the built and "designed" environ-

ment we live in today; from a short story that takes place

in Olmsted designed parks, to a theory on what Northwest

cities want but can't have.

Behind the scenes we have consolidated our many lists into

one f unctional database to improve communications with

magazine recipients, donors, and creative contributors. We

are grateful to Mithun for the office space they generously

provide to ARCADE.

Special thanks to our hosts for the quarterly publication

launch events:

March: Artemide Showroom

June: W Hotel

September: Winston WZichter Fine Art

December: 4Culture
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PIONEER
PROPERTY GROUP

UNIQUE PROJECTS,
EXCEPTIONAL RETURNS

Consistently creating wealth
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Annual Liquidity
Rapid Development Cycles
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Hard Asset Security

Controlled Risk
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Architectural Integrity
Restoration and Renewal
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Pioneer Property Group

State Hotel Building, Seattle

206.223.0970

info@pioneerpg.com



Make sure your client's kitchen
lives up to its architecture.

henrybuilt kitchens

starting at $18,5OO*

*lncludes fullcabinet system for an average size kitchen with levelone finishes. Each kitchen is
individually priced and designed, custom-fit and hanGbuilt. For more information, visit us at

our showroom at 913 Western in Seattle, or online at www.henrybuilt.com
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